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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Thirty-Sixth Annual Meeting
Indiana State Bar Association
HELD AT
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
JULY 7TH AND 8TH, 1932
THURSDAY MORNING
July 7th, 1932
The thirty-sixth annual meeting of the Indiana State Bar
Association was called to order at ten-thirty in the Law Build-
ing, University of Notre Dame, South Bend, Indiana, President
Frank N. Richman presiding.
After the invocation by the Rev. Elmer Ward Cole of South
Bend, addresses of welcome were given by the Rev. Michael A.
Mulcaire, Vice-President of the University of Notre Dame, and
Judge 0rlo R. Deahl of the South Bend Bar. Father Mulcaire,
in the course of his remarks, explained the purposes and func-
tions of the University and gave an account of the financial
arrangements whereby the University received its support.
Judge Deahl explained the arrangements that had been made
for the convenience and comfort of the guests of the city and
University. Mr. Harry C. Meloy of North Vernon replied on
behalf of the Association and expressed the gratitude and appre-
ciation of all present for the splendid hospitality of the hosts of
the Association: the South Bend Bar, the St. Joseph County
Bar, the University of Notre Dame, and the City of South Bend.
The Secretary-Treasurer's report was given by Thomas C.
Batchelor.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Mr. President, and members of the Indiana State Bar Asso-
ciation: I beg leave to submit the following report as Treasurer:
The Treasurer was charged at the time of the last annual meet-
ing with the sum of ----------------------------------- $ 922.99
During the year I have received the following amounts:
Dues -------------------------------------- $7,228.50
Advertising, Law Journal --------------------- 1,006.00
Sales of Law Journal ---------------- --- 66.13
Miscellaneous ------------------------------ 35.30
Total ------------------------ 9,258.92
As Treasurer, I have expended the following amounts:
Law Journal expense (including $1,600.00 reduc-
tion of debt) ---------------------------- $5,755.66
American Citizenship Committee ---------------- 659.51
Secretary-Treasurer --------------------- 1,053.90
Postage -------------------------------- 282.50
Stationery and supplies --------------- --- 248.53
Expense of meetings --------------------------- 608.06
Miscellaneous -------------------------- -- 88.35
Total -------------------------------------- 8,696.51
Leaving a balance on hand with which your Treas-
urer is charged ------------------------------ $ 562.41
The report of the Auditing Committee was given by Judge
W. H. Parr and was adopted by vote of the Association.
REPORT OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE
To the Members of the Indiana State Bar Association:
Your Auditing Committee has examined the report of the
Secretary-Treasurer for the year ending June 30, 1932.
In making this examination your Committee has examined
the original record showing all receipts and all disbursements,
also the original checks showing disbursements. We find that
the/balance now on hand is Five Hundred Sixty-two Dollars and
41/100 ($562.41), as shown by said report, which balance is
deposited in the Indiana National Bank of Indianapolis, Indiana,
in the name of said Association.
We also find that the books of said Secretary-Treasurer are
correct and we recommend the approval of the Treasurer's
report.
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Vice-President Frank H. Hatfield of Evansville read the re-
port of the Committee on Membership, which report was adopted
by the Association.
REPORT OF THE MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
To the Honorable President and Members of the Indiana State
Bar Association:
Your Membership Committee begs leave to submit the follow-
ing report for the year 1931-1932:
Observing the Congressional apportionment of the state, the
Membership Committee is composed of one representative from
each Congressional District.
The plan of operation, during the past year, has been to have
the members of the Membership Committee work in cooperation
with the Board Members in their respective districts for the
purpose of exchange of ideas and effort, thereby giving to the
Membership Committee all help possible and information
obtainable.
The Committee, knowing the probable result to the member-
ship of the Association on account of the condition of depression
generally, has had in mind not only to maintain the membership
numerically with as little loss as possible, but also to discourage
and in every way possible to avoid carrying delinquent mem-
bers, feeling that one who does not take sufficient interest in the
work of the Association and who does not sufficiently value his
membership to pay dues, will be of no value to the Association
nor will he derive any benefit from his membership.
This report will be either good or bad by comparison with
the records of a year ago and the committee feels that this com-
parison discloses a situation much better than anticipated and
the committee trusts that the condition reflected by this report
will not be discouraging to the Association.
COMPARATIVE FIGURES
Attention of the Association is directed to the following com-
parative figures:
Membership July, 1931, reported --------- 1,434
Membership July, 1932, reported --------- 1,242
Loss in membership during year ------- 192
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As illustrative of the result of the program of discouraging
the carrying of delinquent members, the following figures will
be of interest:
Delinquent members, July, 1931 ---------- 484
Delinquent members, July, 1932 - ------ 421
Making fewer delinquent members at this
time than a year ago -------------- 63
As a further evidence of the result of the delinquent member
program, the Committee submits the following figures as to
amounts:
Amount of dues delinquent, July, 1931---$5,023.00
Amount of dues delinquent, July, 1932--- 3,867.00
Making less delinquency at this time
than a year ago ------------ $1,156.00
DETAIL OF MEMBERSHIP CHANGE DURING YEAR
The change of membership during the year is made up as
follows:
Loss by resignations --------------------- 25
Loss by deaths ----------------------- 12
Dropped for non-payment, October, 1931 ----- 13
Dropped for non-payment, December, 1931L-- 156
Total -------------------------- 206
Deduct on account of new members during the
year ----------------------------- 24
Leaving net loss ------------------ 182
It will be observed that this net loss of 182 does not cor-
respond with the loss of membership reported as 192; this dis-
crepancy, however, being due to including in the reported total
of 1931 some applications for membership not formally acted
upon, so that the membership reported a year ago should prob-
ably have been 1,424 instead of 1,434.
PRESENT MEMBERSHIP BY DISTRICTS
The detail membership by districts, including those who owe
only the current dues, is as follows:
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District I 96 members 25 owe $7.00
District II 76 members 17 owe 7.00
District III 111 members 26 owe 7.00
District IV 82 members 19 owe 7.00
District V 87 members 20 owe 7.00
District VI 114 members 26 owe 7.00
District VII 78 members 16 owe 7.00
District VIII 76 members 25 owe 7.00
District IX 74 members 11 owe 7.00
District X 85 members 17 owe 7.00
District XI 21 members 6 owe 7.00
District XII 339 members 77 owe 7.00
1,242 285
This report has purposely avoided as much as possible dealing
in amounts and has studiously avoided including anything which
technically should be a part of the Treasurer's report.
Though the membership is only approximately 33/7 of the
practicing lawyers of the state and 25% who are members with
dues paid in full to July 1st, 1932, still the Membership Com-
mittee, the Board of Managers, and we think the President and
Secretary, all feel that this report is as encouraging as could be
expected, taking account of conditions generally throughout the
country and the experience of other organizations.
Your Committee desires to give expression of its appreciation
of the cooperation which it has had from the Board of Managers,
and to extend thanks for the very prompt, helpful and efficient
service rendered by our very competent Secretary, Mr. Batche-
lor; to which the chairman desires to add his thanks to the
members of the Committee for their assistance and cooperation.
In the absence of Mr. John C. Chaney of Sullivan, the report
of the Committee on Necrology was read by Mr. Milo N. Feight-
ner of Huntington, and was adopted by the Association. The
Committee reports the decease of the following members of the
Association during the past year:
Willis Rhodes, Auburn, died June 21, 1931.
John L. Rupe, Richmond.
James H. Rose, Fort Wayne, died January 12, 1932.
James F. Weisman, Bloomfield, died January 5, 1932.
George A. Williams, Rensselaer, died December 7, 1931.
Edward Franklin White, Indianapolis, died January 2, 1932.
Charles S. Wiltsie, Jr., Indianapolis, died December 31, 1931.
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Bernard A. Keltner, Indianapolis, died January 1, 1932.
Theodore H. Ristine, Crawfordsville, died December 5, 1931.
William W. Thornton, Indianapolis, died January 21, 1932.
Frank B. Faris, Bloomington, died January 28, 1932.
E. P. Richardson, Petersburg, died January 17, 1932.
Cassius M. Greenlee, Gary, died February 7, 1932.
Harry B. McMullin, Aurora, died February 27, 1932.
Eber M. Brown, Indianapolis, died February 15, 1932.
Byron McMahan, Anderson, died February 18, 1932.
Emmet F. Branch, Martinsville, died February 23, 1932.
Robert H. Catlin, Terre Haute, died March 17, 1932.
Henry W. Moore, Terre Haute, died August 23, 1931.
Orion B. Harris, Sullivan, died September 14, 1931.
Samuel Carey Stimson, Terre Haute, died April 9, 1932.
Judge E. M. Swain, Rockport, died April 20, 1932.
John B. Murphey, Crawfordsville, died May 3, 1932.
Virgil H. Lockwood, Indianapolis, died May 3, 1932.
Milton L. Clawson, Indianapolis, died May 2, 1932.
Judge James S. Engle, Winchester, died May 2, 1932.
William H. Paynter, Salem, died March 13, 1932.
Charles B. Welliver, Indianapolis, died March 18, 1932.
William H. Leas, Fort Wayne, died March 16, 1932.
Samuel M. Hench, Fort Wayne, died March 17, 1932.
Albert H. Vestal, Anderson, died April 2, 1932.
Ashley G. Enshwiller, Hartford City, died April 2, 1932.
Field W. Swezey, Marion, died March 30, 1932.
Charles M. McCabe, Crawfordsville, died in July, 1932.
Frank R. Owens, Franklin, died in October, 1931.
Frank G. Holden, Indianapolis, died in August, 1931.
Lawrence D. Carey, Monticello, died in November, 1931.
Vernon W. Van Fleet of Washington, D. C., an Indiana lawyer,
died in February, 1932.
Jesse R. Coleman, Tipton, died in October, 1931.
At this time the President of the Association delivered his
annual address.
PRESIDENT RICHMAN'S ADDRESS
THE PROGRAM OF THE INDIANA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
At the request of President Ogden, two years ago at Bloom-
ington, I addressed this Association concerning its internal
affairs. Last year at Lafayette, on account of the death of
President Miller, I was required by the by-law to deliver an
annual address and again discussed finances, membership, and
other internal problems of the Association. For the third year
in succession, this time also in obedience to the by-law, I am
required to address you. This by way of apology for appearing
on three successive programs. If you will listen to me with the
patience and the consideration which, without merit, I have
already received at your hands, at the conclusion of this meet-
ing, I promise to retire as gracefully as I may to the innocuous
desuetude reserved for ex-presidents.
Two years ago the Association was in debt in excess of
$5,000.00. It owed the printer of The Indiana Law Journal
$5,418.67, and had in the treasury $147.27, leaving a net debt
of $5,271.40.
Last year, at the time of the annual meeting, the indebted-
ness to the printer was $3,418.67, with a bank balance of
approximately $1,000.00, leaving a net debt of $2,418.67.
In spite of the hard times which have affected lawyer and
layman alike, we have reduced our obligations until now we can
safely predict that another year will show a balance in black
instead of red.
This is (or perhaps I should say, will be) an achievement,
particularly in these troublous times. It has been made possible
by the increase of dues from $5 to $7 which was authorized two
years ago; by the untiring activities of the members of the
Board of Managers for the past two years; by the curtailment
of expenses, including the cost of The Indiana Law Journal;
by an excellent follow-up system adopted by the Secretary-
Treasurer in his attempt to collect dues, and to an appreciation
by the members of this Association that they owe it to them-
selves, to the bar and the public, adequately to maintain a volun-
tary bar association until such time as some better form of
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organization may be found to carry out the purposes for which
this Association Was founded thirty-six years ago.
The following figures already given by the Secretary in his
annual report, I again call to your attention for the reason that
unless the Association takes some action with respect thereto,
the Secretary under the by-law adopted in 1930 will be required
to make another drastic cut in the membership roll:
On June 28 there were 1,242 members in the Association, of
whom 421, or 34%, were delinquent, 285 owing $7.00 each, or
$1,995, and 124 owing $14 each, or $1,736. The other 12 owed
over $14 each but were kept on the list because of their express
desire to remain and promise to pay. Our net debt is approxi-
mately $1,300. If half of the amount due were paid, we would
be on the right side of the ledger. But your officers have gone
as far toward collection of these debts as seemed justifiable
under present circumstances. In fact, a few members have
complained about the dunning letters that they have received.
The by-law referred to provides that "any member who shall
at any annual meeting owe dues for two years, shall then be
dropped from the membership roll." This, I think, is a salutary
rule for normal times. But times are not normal. From letters
which have been received by the secretary from delinquent
members, I am satisfied that a very considerable number have
not paid because they did not have the money. Under the cir-
cumstances, therefore, I would favor a moratorium. This may
be accomplished by giving the Board of Managers the right, in
their discretion, to direct the Secretary to retain all present
members, regardless of the amount of their delinquency, on the
roll until the midwinter or next annual meeting.
In connection with our summer meetings the Board of Man-
agers has suggested that the local committee be authorized to
charge a small registration fee for all attending members, to
assist in defraying the expenses of entertainment. This sug-
gestion was first voiced after the invitation was received from
the South Bend Bar Association. The Board was willing to and
did assume the responsibility of saying to President Deahl that
the local committee might this year charge such a fee, but
inasmuch as the Association itself has never acted upon the
matter and some attending members might feel in the absence
of notice that they had been imposed upon, our hosts of South
Bend have generously taken upon themselves the entire expense
of our entertainment, as in the past.
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At Bloomington two years ago the local bar (and it is not
large) had to raise over $700 to entertain us. At Lafayette
last year over $500 was spent for our enjoyment. The only
place I can recall where we paid our own way was at French
Lick. None, except the larger cities, can afford to invite us for
the annual meeting, and it is not fair to the local bars of those
cities to impose such a financial burden upon them for enter-
tainment. One dollar or two for each person registering would
very materially decrease the amount to be raised by local con-
tribution and would not be missed by the visitors. I trust that
you will now authorize such a registration fee for future
annual meetings.
This is an election year. Before our next annual meeting,
also, the Legislature will have met in regular session. We
should be considerably concerned about this election. Once more
there will be submitted to the people the amendment removing
from the Indiana Constitution the section which for so many
years has been a stumbling block to raising the standards for
admission to the bar. While in this respect we have progressed
in recent years, even without a constitutional amendment,
farther than most of us hoped or dreamed, nevertheless com-
plete power in the Supreme Court to prescribe qualifications
for admission will never be above question until this amendment
is adopted. It behooves us, therefore, at once to perfect an
organization, state wide, charged with the duty of obtaining a
full and intelligent vote on this amendment. At the midwinter
meeting a publicity committee of three, by amendment changed
to twelve, was proposed and authorized. This committee I
have not appointed. Action was deferred for two reasons, first,
because I felt the activities of the committee should be under
the direction and supervision of the incoming president, and
second because I felt the scope of the committee's work should
not be limited to publicity, but should include that of organiza-
tion. To accomplish this end, I recommend that the incoming
president be authorized to appoint a committee consisting of one
member of this Association from each Congressional District,
each of whom in turn shall organize his district by the appoint-
ment of a county chairman, and whose duty it shall be to use
every possible effort by newspdper publicity, public addresses,
and personal solicitation to have the electors vote for this amend-
ment. This work should be begun soon and reach its climax on
election day. It is possible to organize this state down to the
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precinct, with a lawyer at each polling place to urge voting for
the amendment. It has failed to pass at other elections because
of indifference on the part of the lawyers and lack of informa-
tion on the part of the public. This should not happen again.
We should be concerned also this November in electing, as
members of the General Assembly of Indiana, men of sound
judgment and moral integrity to whom we may submit with
some degree of confidence the legislative program already
authorized by the Association and the several other bills that
may be approved at this and our coming midwinter session.
There were in the last General Assembly certain lawyers who
were not in sympathy with this program. We do not expect
the farmer, laborer or insurance agent who is elected to the
General Assembly to have such familiarity with legal machinery
as to determine what part of it is efficient and what part obso-
lete, but we have a right to expect a lawyer in the Legislature to
be able to make such distinctions. We can hardly ask a lay-
member of the Legislature to support a measure upon which
lawyers are divided. Our first converts, therefore, should be
the lawyers in the General Assembly. If they are whole-
heartedly for our bills, the laymen will follow their lead.
A local bar can easily persuade its representative or senator
to vote for the measures that are approved by the bar. Ordi-
narily legislators look to the bar for leadership, particularly
upon questions dealing with courts, jurisprudence and the legal
profession. The same organization that may be perfected for
procuring the vote on the constitutional amendment can inci-
dentally and in cooperation with the members of the Board of
Managers and the Committee on Legislation, assist in workink
out this problem.
Later during this session, the Committee on Jurisprudence
and Law Reform will submit its report recommending for
approval and submission to the next Legislature two bills, one
placing in the Supreme Court power to prescribe rules of pro-
cedure, and the other providing for a judicial council. The first
of these bills has already been approved by the Association but
failed to pass the 1931 Legislature. The latter was approved
in substance at our last midwinter meeting but resubmitted for
clarification of certain details.
To my mind, the most important task of this Association in
the coming year is the endeavor to have these bills passed by
the General Assembly.
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Their passage will not result in any immediate or drastic
changes in our system of jurisprudence. And that is well, for
radical changes often make for confusion and uncertainty rather
than simplicity and clearness. But with a judicial council, a
permanent body, to study and recommend, and the Supreme
Court, a conservative and qualified tribunal, to approve and
adopt, much needed reforms in practice and procedure will ulti-
mately result.
It is foolish to expect reform of jurisprudence from legisla-
tures. They do from time to time make changes, some good,
some bad, but they have neither the time nor the ability to work
out any balanced or sustained program. To the courts orig-
inally and, I think, exclusively, belonged the power to prescribe
their own rules of practice and procedure. They have not been
sufficiently jealous of this power, but have acquiesced in legis-
lative encroachment, to the extent that the average lawyer upon
first consideration asks himself if the surrender to the courts
of this right to make such rules is not a delegation of legislative
authority. This was my reaction when the bill was first pre-
sented at Bloomington two years ago. But I have been con-
vinced, and I feel sure any other doubter may readily be per-
suaded by the compilation of authorities in the hands of Mr.
Dix's committee, that such a surrender is merely a retirement
by the Legislature from a judicial field-a return to the funda-
mental principle of separation of powers.
This principle, it seems to me, is the foundation of all needed
changes in our system of jurisprudence. We have already built
on it the recent change in our method of admitting to the bar.
The Supreme Court of Indiana should have and now has exclu-
sive right to determine the qualifications of its officers, the
members of the bar. This right was always in the courts; the
Legislature has recognized the right and stepped back over the
line between judicial and legislative domains.
The Supreme Court should also have the right, exclusive, with
one exception, to discipline and disbar any offending member
of the profession. A jury trial in a disbarment proceeding is
usually a farce. No guiltless lawyer should be ashamed or afraid
to be tried by the court. No guilty lawyer should have the
chance to escape punishment by misleading a jury. Ultimately,
I predict, we shall put in the Supreme Court of Indiana this
exclusive power to discipline and disbar, not necessarily upon
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hearing or trial before the whole court, but at least with its
review of a Master's or Commissi6ner's findings.
There seemed to be an impression at the midwinter meeting
of the Association that discipline and disbarment was the sole
purpose of the bill providing for incorporation of the bar. If it
were, I would not favor any such bill. It would be much
simpler and, to my mind, better, and certainly beyond constitu-
tional debate, to have enacted a bill which should say, without
elaboration: The Supreme Court shall have exclusive power
to discipline and disbar any member of the bar under such rules
and regulations as the court may prescribe. The only exception
need be the right reserved to the judge of any other court to
discipline an attorney for contempt of his court. It seems to
me that right is inherent.
The purpose of the incorporated bar is not, primarily, for
discipline, but for complete representative organization of the
lawyers of the state for their benefit and the public good.
We have in Indiana more than 3,000 lawyers. About one-
third of them are members of this Association. Some others
are members of local associations in the larger cities. More
than one-half of the lawyers of the state are unorganized. Who
of you can name one lawyer, not active in a state or a city asso-
ciation, who is interesting himself in the improvement of the
standards of the bar, in the betterment of rules of practice and
procedure, the adoption of uniform laws, the restatement of the
law by the American Law Institute, the prevention of the en-
croachment on the lawyer's field by corporations and associa-
tions, the education of the young men who will take our places
in the practice, the elimination of the unfit from among our
number, the cleaning up of congested court dockets, the selection
of competent judges, the prevention of foolish and harmful legis-
lation both by state and federal legislative bodies, the adjust-
ment of disputes between lawyer and client and numerous other
activities with which bar associations, generally, are concerned?
Why should 2,000 lawyers in the State of Indiana get the
benefits of an organized bar without contributing to its support?
What might not be accomplished in a legislative way if the more
than 3,000 lawyers in the state could speak as a unit to the
Legislature and to the people? These are some of the reasons
for an incorporated bar-not merely discipline or disbarment.
At our midwinter meeting I noticed an effort, probably due
to lack of information, to ridicule the bill which was presented
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for the serious consideration of this Association. That bill may
not have been desirable, but the principle of the incorporated
bar cannot be laughed out of court. Ten states have already
adopted such an organization. These include Alabama, Cali-
fornia, Idaho, Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oklahoma and Utah. In old, conservative Virginia, one of the
original thirteen states, the majority of the lawyers at a con-
vention to which delegates were elected from each circuit, ap-
proved a bill which has not yet been passed by the Legislature.
In Michigan a committee of the State Bar Association is work-
ing along these lines. Kentucky and perhaps other states are
interested.
From Alabama we have a guest, a corporation lawyer, the
immediate past president of the Alabama State Bar Association,
who both in Georgia and Virginia has told the members of the
bar of the satisfactory workings in Alabama of this organiza-
tion which has been in effect since 1923.
Not long ago I made a business trip through his state on
which I had occasion to consult lawyers in fifteen cities, includ-
ing Birmingham and Montgomery. Four of these lawyers were
members of the commission which corresponds to our Board of
Managers. In only one instance did my inquiries as to the work-
ings of the incorporated bar fail to result in praise for the
improvement of conditions, and in that city I was talking to two
or three young lawyers who, apparently, did not know of the
conditions before the adoption of the act and were, therefore,
not prepared to make any comparison.
As a result of this trip, I felt it would be helpful to have
detailed to you, by one who knows, Alabama's experience with
this form of bar organization. Mr. Borden Burr, I understand,
was the father of the Alabama act. He will be prepared to-
morrow afternoon to answer your questions with respect to its
workings.
Mr. Arnold's committee has reported in the June number of
the Law Journal a substitute for the bill which was presented
at the midwinter meeting. It meets some, if not all, of the
serious objections that were voiced against the original bill. I
do not understand that the committee is claiming superior judg-
ment as to the desirability of the present measure. Neither
Mr. Arnold nor his committee nor the President of this Associa-
tion is trying to force upon you a method of organization which
you do not approve or for which you are not ready. But I sin-
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cerely believe that any of you who will take the time to study
the problems which such a method of organization is meant to
solve, who will also take the time to investigate the results which
have been achieved under this method, will come to the conclu-
sion which I have reached, that this is the best method yet pro-
posed by any group of lawyers in any state for solving those
problems. The new bill presented by the committee, if not in
the language which you approve, may be amended, either at this
or a subsequent meeting. In the latter case it may be referred
back to the same committee or to a standing committee without
offending the present committee, to whom your President, upon
the mandate of the Association, delegated a difficult task. I am
not at present concerned so much with what you do with this
particular bill as with the attitude which you should take to-
ward the principle involved. It is a vital problem and should
have the serious consideration of the Association tomorrow
when the committee reports.
While we are making up our minds with reference to an in-
corporated bar, we must not forget the desirability of increasing
the membership, attendance and interest in our voluntary Bar
Association. I fear that in the past we have not given sufficient
attention to the young lawyer. While I am satisfied that his
interests are no different from the interests of the older practi-
tioner, nevertheless he ought to have a place in the deliberations
of this Association where he will be free to express himself.
This he hesitates to do in the presence of the distinguished older
members of the bar who usually occupy the front places at our
meetings. Perhaps there should be a junior section, with its
own chairman, a young man, meeting in separate session for a
part of the day, and with the other members of the Association
at most of its sessions.
In Illinois the State Bar Association has satisfactorily solved
the problem and Mr. R. Allan Stephens, Secretary of the Asso-
ciation, will tell us tomorrow morning of what I may call the
Illinois plan. A young man from Terre Haute, Mr. John G.
Biel, will present the attitude of the young lawyer. Out of
these addresses and the discussions which may follow, I hope
that we may work out some plan which will draw into this
Association in large numbers the youth of the bar.
We must remember that the newly admitted practitioner is
usually without finances, and with that consideration, it may be
necessary to make concessions, so far as dues are concerned,
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which will enable the younger lawyers to become members. This
whole subject, it seems to me, should be referred to a committee
for report at the next midwinter meeting, and with that in mind
the Board of Managers has approved the appointment of a com-
mittee to present a resolution to revise our form of government,
making the midwinter meeting a regular instead of special
meeting, and permitting amendments to articles of association
and by-laws to be adopted at any regular meeting. This is the
purpose of the special Committee on Amendments which will
report tomorrow morning.
There is one other subject to which I desire to call your atten-
tion, and that is the state of the docket of the Supreme Court.
In the March number of the Law Journal it was discussed by
Mr. Bomberger under the title, "Unnecessary Delays in Appel-
late Procedure." Wherever lawyers meet they are apt to com-
ment on the law's delay in appealed cases.
Twice each year the clerk of the court prints and mails to the
members of the bar a calendar of the cases pending in the two
appellate courts. Recently I have found a use for the last two
calendars in a comparative study of the cases pending and I
pass on to you the statistics. My figures will not correspond
with those of Judge Roll, to be given this afternoon, because
his are taken as of July 1, 1931, and July 1, 1932, and mine as
of September 21, 1931, and March 24, 1932. In that six months'
period the Appellate Court kept about even and the Supreme
Court gained a little on its docket:
Sept. 21, March 24,
1931 1932
Cases pending in the Appellate Court -------- 353 362
Cases pending in the Supreme Court -------- 317 309
Transfers pending in the Supreme Court --- 139 123
Total original cases and transfers in the
Supreme Court -------------------- 456 432
Criminal cases in Supreme Court ----------- 129 123
Percentage of transfers to original appeals in
the Supreme Court --------------------- 30.4% 28.4%
These figures are interesting in several respects. They indi-
cate that probably one-fourth of the time of the Supreme Court
is taken in reviewing opinions of the Appellate Court on peti-
tion to transfer. The percentage of cases pending is somewhat
larger but probably the time required to pass upon a transfer is
less than that required to review a record and write an opinion.
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The only purpose of the petition to transfer is to keep the
opinions written by the Appellate Court in line with the former
expressions of the Supreme Court and its present views as to
new questions. Whether or not the purpose so served is of
sufficient consequence to offset the additional burden it places
upon the Supreme Court is open to serious question.
Judge Martin stated in his opinion In re Petition to Transfer
Appeals, 174 N. E. 812, 817, 202 Ind. 365: "The decisions of
the Supreme Court are precedents binding upon the Appellate
Court. That the Appellate Court, in the minor class of cases
covered by this law, would willfully ignore such precedents, is
a possibility too slight to consider, and any inadvertent variance
from these precedents could not become binding as a statement
of the law. When cases arise wherein the Appellate Court be-
lieves that precedents of the Supreme Court ought not be fol-
lowed, it may, and does, transfer them to the Supreme Court,
with the recommendation that such precedents be overruled."
In the same case, Judge Myers says in his concurring opinion:
"As I am at present advised, I would have this court declare
that our General Assembly has the power to so regulate our
Appellate procedure that cases on appeal may be classified ac-
cording to subject-matter involved, and that jurisdiction be
determined accordingly for final disposition in the court to which
the class is assigned, reserving to the Supreme Court, however,
all appealed cases at present classified by our Code (Section
1356, Burns' Ann. St. 1926, cl. 1) wherein there is 'in question,
and such question is duly presented, either the validity of a
franchise or the validity of an ordinance of a municipal cor-
poration, or the constitutionality of a statute, state or federal,
or the rights guaranteed by the State or Federal Constitution."'
Both opinions express the view that in certain classes of cases
the decision of the Appellate Court may be made final. This
decision, it seems to me, paves the way for the abolition of the
petition to transfer, reserving to the Supreme Court original
appellate jurisdiction in the class of cases suggested by Judge
Myers, and perhaps some others that might be deemed of suffi-
cient public consequence to require the decision of the higher
court, but giving original and final appellate jurisdiction to the
Appellate Court of all other classes that are of sufficient import-
ance to require the right of appeal from the nisi prius court.
In this classification, I have no doubt a Judicial Council, working
upon this problem, would be able to discard, as of insufficient
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consequence, appeals in many instances now provided by stat-
ute. Legislators, as well as lawyers for unsuccessful litigants,
have an instinctive feeling that every case ought to be appeal-
able from justice of the peace clear up to the United States
Supreme Court. Are there not, however, sufficient safeguards
around the conduct of a trial court in Indiana to justify making
its decisions final in many cases where appeal is now provided?
If this be true, not only may the Supreme Court be relieved of
the many petitions to transfer but the Appellate Court also may
have its labor made less burdensome.
The statistics also show that about 30 per cent of the cases
pending in the Supreme Court are criminal appeals, of which
probably less than half are misdemeanor cases. In some of these
the appeal has been taken for the purpose of delay and no new
question is raised. Many of such appeals are decided upon
questions of procedure or go off because no question is presented
because of insufficient record or briefs. Before we decide to
recommend re-enactment of the statute transferring these mis-
demeanor cases to the Appellate Court, would it not be well to
ascertain if they are seriously congesting the Supreme Court
docket?
The figures compiled from the calendars also tend to show
that both courts, if they were up to date, could under present
conditions probably dispose of all appeals as rapidly as they
might be briefed and argued. If this were the situation, the
number of appeals probably would decline to the extent of the
present proportion which are filed for delay.
Mr. Bomberger in his excellent article pointed out many of
those delays which result from our system of perfecting appeals.
His argument suggested that the time for filing appeal bond,
transcript and briefs might well be shortened so that, if the
court were up to date, a case might be decided, as in Ohio, within
four months after the appeal is taken. This is a consummation
devoutly to be wished.
The present important issue, however, is not how to enable
the court to decide promptly the appeals which are to be taken
but how to clear its docket promptly of the four hundred and
more cases now pending.
Several plans have been suggested. At one time we had Com-
missioners of the Supreme Court whose written opinions were
published and had the same authority as the opinions of the
judges inasmuch as they were adopted and promulgated by the
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court itself. Illinois is now using this plan. It involves an
appropriation of perhaps $30,000 per year, which sounds large
to us and would sound larger to a legislature elected upon a
retrenchment platform.
A modification of this plan, calling for a smaller appropria-
tion, is the employment for each judge of an additional clerk,
a qualified lawyer, who might be obtained for $2,500 or $3,000
per year. I venture to say that in these hard times the judges
would not have to search for excellent assistants at such a sal-
ary. These men would not make the decisions but they would
free the judges from innumerable details that now retard the
handing down of opinions. Would you not recommend to your
senator and representative an appropriation of $15,000 per year
for this purpose?
Another suggestion of several years' standing is the use of
certiorari or an adaptation of such proceedings to avoid the
expense of taking up a record and the time of searching the
record to find out wherein the trial court erred. As I understand
the proposed procedure, it is started with a short verified peti-
tion to the upper court, in which the errors relied upon are stated
succinctly, and may be accompanied by briefs. If the court
upon examination of the petition and briefs determines that no
error has been committed or that the error, if any, was not sub-
stantial, the petition is denied, and that is the end of that case.
If the court on such examination decides that the decision of
the trial court should be reviewed, a writ of certiorari is ordered
bringing to the upper court sufficient of the record to present
the question or questions which the court has decided to review
and upon such record the case is then determined.
At Fort Wayne, when Mr. Van Osdol was president, the sub-
ject was debated. I recall considerable objection to the plan,
but the loudest objector was, as usual, the person who seemed to
know the least about it. Since that meeting, I do not recall any
revival of the proposal, although frequently it has been said that
the Supreme Court of the United States by the use of this writ
has cleared its docket. Surely there should be merit in pro-
cedure which has had that result. Should there not be a study
made to determine its applicability to our problem?
I wonder if we might not inquire also as to the efficiency of
the Supreme Court's methods of work. For instance, if I am
correctly informed, cases are now assigned in rotation to the
five judges. One judge may be far behind and the others meas-
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urably even in the number of cases awaiting their attention.
Should that one judge receive any cases until he has caught up?
Again, one judge may by reason of his experience, be more
familiar, for instance, with the law of negligence than are other
members of the Court. Would it be desirable to assign the
negligence case to the judge peculiarly qualified in that subject?
Again, some appellate courts first confer upon a case and
after substantial agreement assign it to a judge to write the
opinion. Others assign it first and confer after he has reached
his conclusion, and perhaps written the opinion. Which is the
better method?
How are the hours of a judge's working day divided? Is he
given uninterrupted time for study? Or may he be bothered at
any minute by visitors, such as the president of the bar asso-
ciation who may be nosing into the private business of the
court?
These are all rhetorical questions. The most of you are no
better qualified than am I to give the answers. They require
study. Perhaps other courts of appeal in America could give
enlightening information growing out of their own experience.
Is not the whole subject one for investigation by a permanent
group of qualified public minded men? If you agree, then you
will approve the bill for a Judicial Council and help to get it
enacted.
We have before us in this 36th annual session of the Indiana
State Bar Association a serious program. Thus far I have pre-
sented it to you as a program for the public welfare. You who
are here, I am confident, will consider it from that viewpoint.
But there is another way of looking at it that may move the
lawyers back home who do not read the Law Journal and who
expect one or two members of their respective bars to attend
these sessions and keep them informed.
Mr. Robert H. Jackson, of the Jamestown, New York bar, is
chairman of the Committee on Reorganization of the Bar of the
Conference of Bar Association delegates. At the request of the
Alabama State Bar he made an address at Birmingham in April,
1932, at the annual meeting of the association, presided over by
our guest, Mr. Borden Burr. His subject was: "An Organized
American Bar." It is reported in the June number of the
American Bar Association Journal. Mr. Jackson prefaced his
argument for such an organized bar by a masterly review of
the trend of events in the field which we have heretofore con-
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sidered as belonging exclusively to our profession. If I had
time I would read to you the whole address. I quote as follows:
"Before considering problems of organization, let us appraise
the forces that are at work on this legal profession of general
practitioners. These tendencies I would point out as a matter
of analysis, not necessarily criticism, and to stimulate consider-
ation, not opposition. Many are inevitable, some probably bene-
ficial to society, if not to the bar, others may, in the end be for
our good.
"Perhaps most conspicuous is the tendency to encroach upon
the field of the lawyers' monopoly. No matter what the char-
acter of his practice, his field is being invaded by laymen. Plain-
tiff's advocates were deprived of many cases by the Workmen's
Compensation Law. A strong sentiment now favors compulsory
automobile insurance and arbitration of personal injury and
property damage claims by an administrative tribunal. What-
ever merits such a plan may have, it would take a large volume
of business from both plaintiffs' and defendants' lawyers and
leave them to seek other sources of income. In corporate reor-
ganization and in tax matters, the business man more and more
relies upon the accountant as his counsellor. In fact the Fed-
eral Treasury Department will not permit a member of the bar,
even of the United States Supreme Court, to participate in a
tax conference with its subordinate clerks unless specially ad-
mitted to the Treasury Bar and this special admission is extended
to accountants as freely as to lawyers. The lawyer who builds
his practice upon executorships and estates, finds the Trust Com-
pany taking his place and much business formerly transacted in
law offices is now transacted in the bank. The lawyer's function
of passing upon titles, except in rural districts, has been taken
over by Title Insurance Companies. A concern financially em-
barrassed is now quite as apt to be liquidated by an adjuster
representing Credit Insurance Companies who are subrogated
to the interest of nominal creditors as by lawyers. Laymen's
collection agencies, resorting often to methods of collection which
would be reprehensible in a lawyer, are handling collections.
Trade associations are providing bureaus to furnish specialized
legal advice to members. Whole industries and groups of mer-
chants have bound themselves by arbitration agreements to pre-
vent their controversies from falling into the hands of lawyers
and courts. Mergers, combinations, chain stores and chain
banks reduce the number of clients and remove the conflict of
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interest out of which retainers arise. We hear that the depres-
sion and the inflation that sired it, both have operated to the
economic destruction of the middle classes, whence most of us
drew our clients. I fear it is all too true.
"These economic developments are paralleled by legal develop-
ments prophetic of a declining prestige of courts and a corre-
sponding decline in the prestige of the legal profession. The
litigation method of settling controversies is steadily being super-
seded by the administrative method. Today the controversies
settled in our courts of general jdrisdiction are of small magni-
tude compared to the values being adjudicated in the tribunals
of special jurisdiction such as the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, Utility Commissions, Trade Commissions, "Blue Sky" Com-
missions, Workmen's Compensation Commissions, Zoning and
Building Commissions, and scores of others, Federal, State and
municipal.
"Each business feels that the legal center of gravity is in some
administrative body and no longer in the courts of original juris-
diction.
"Of course every business is subject to litigation in the courts.
Often its magnitude is considerable. Yet to a large business,
court litigation is incidental compared with the power to make
or break the business which some administrative body possesses.
And such tribunals multiply in number and in power.
"Moreover, far more finality is given and far more confidence
reposed in these special tribunals than in our Judges. Regard-
less of the professional training required and the safeguards to
his independence, few indeed and trivial are the decisions of a
judge of original jurisdiction that are not subject to full review
on both law and fact. But many of the administrative bodies
have by statute, fully sustained by the Supreme Court, been
granted power to make final findings of fact which no court can
review.
"The legal profession may well be apprehensive of a decline
in the prestige of our law courts if they can only announce
scholarly abstractions while a lay commission grants orders that
mean prosperity or failure or makes awards that must be paid
in cash.
"Even courts of last resort may entertain only limited ques-
tions and must in many cases accept the premises prepared by
the administrative body.
"The administrative method of settling controversies has
made progress against the strongest opposition of the bar. Law-
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yers instinctively prefer the slower, more contentious, more de-
liberative methods of the court and regard the informality, short
cuts and mass production methods of commissions as a sort of
slap-stick justice.
"But if the lawyer's animosity against the administrative
method is well grounded, why does it make progress each year?
We lawyers place an affectionate emphasis upon a traditional set
of values such as the separation of powers of government, the
supremacy of an independent judiciary, proof of every allega-
tion according to time-tried rules of evidence, testing each wit-
ness by cross examination, deliberation, jury trial and the
appeal. We know the price we pay is delay and technicality and
expense. The history of our profession is the history of the bat-
tles for these rights and we yield them an almost oriental devo-
tion. However, the public is placing its insistence upon a differ-
ent set of values from those we prize. It seeks speedy settle-
ment, finality and freedom from the procedural contentions it
pays for, but does not understand. Hence, it ousts the court of
jurisdiction and the lawyer from employment and settles its
cases by procedure extemporized by a lay referee or commis-
sioner who suspends rules of evidence he never dreamed existed,
and his decision has the finality of a decree of fate."
And now may I turn to his peroration:
"I have rested the case for better bar organization upon the
ancient appeal of self-defense. A bar that is threatened by an
unprecedented increase in numbers and at the same time by a
loss of its business, may justly be apprehensive of economic
demoralization. It takes no delirious vision to see that increas-
ing numbers and decreasing income may produce such competi-
tion as will overrule all ethical restraints as it has in some lines
and in some localities already. To prevent such a condition
transcends the mere right of self-defense, it becomes a duty of
public service. A collectively impotent and individually pre-
datory bar would be a collapse of our professional tradition that
would stamp our generation as unworthy of its heritage. We
are summoned to trial by ordeal. We dare not fail."
All that has been said by Mr. Jackson concerning the necessity
for an organized bar, applies with equal force to those other
important measures of our program which are designed to sim-
plify and expedite the work of our Indiana courts. Unless their
superiority and desirability as forums for settlement of contro-
versies is restored in the estimation of business men, or unless
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such men find that the substitutes for the courts are subject to
the same delays and give no better results than the courts, there
will be a continuation of the trend toward arbitration and com-
promise over the business counter that is now constantly taking
from the lawyer his valued clients, his living, his honorable
calling.
Lord Bacon said: "Men of age object too much, consult too
long, and adventure too little." It is proper to object, if the
reasons are sound. It is wise to consult. But there comes a time
for action. Every measure before this association has been suc-
cessful in more than one state. We are following precedents.
We are not even venturesome. If we do not act now we shall
have missed our opportunity, for the public good and for the
preservation of the high standing of our profession.
After the President's address, Mr. George 0. Dix, of Terre
Haute, addressing himself to the Vice-President, moved that the
Association extend its sincere thanks to President Richman for
the great service he has rendered the Association in outlining
and presenting the problems to be considered during the two
days' deliberations. This motion was seconded by Judge Deahl
and unanimously carried.
Mr. John B. Randolph, of Lafayette, presented the following
resolution from the Board of Managers, which was ratified and
adopted by the Association:
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Managers of the Indiana State Bar
Association, that hereafter a registration fee of one dollar be charged at all
annual meetings of the Association for the purpose of defraying the expense
of the host bar association.
Vice-President Hatfield presented for membership in the As-
sociation the names of Judge Curtis W. Roll, of Kokomo; Ewing
Emison, of Vincennes, and Fay W. Patrick, of Indianapolis, all
of whom were voted into full membership.
The session adjourned at 12:30 P. M.
THURSDAY AFTERNOON,
July 7, 1932
The Association resumed its deliberation at 2:10 Thursday
afternoon, President Frank N. Richman presiding. The first
order of business was the report of the Committee on Legal
Education by Mr. Benjamin F. Long.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LEGAL EDUCATION
Your Committee on Legal Education has not been particularly
active during the past year. The passage of the State Bar
Admission Act by the 1931 session of the Legislature, and the
promulgation of the rules of admission by the Supreme Court
marked the culmination of a long period of effort by this Com-
mittee and this Association.
However, we do not consider the movement and effort for a
higher standard of requirements for members of our State Bar
to be completed. The new law and the rules adopted by the
Supreme Court seem to be working admirably, and the State
Bar Examiners are to be congratulated upon the successful
inauguration of their work.
This Committee approves the rules of admission as adopted
by the Supreme Court, but believes that within a short time, and
as soon as this procedure has been fairly tested, an educational
qualification should be added to the requirements for taking the
bar examination. In this respect we are still far behind many
of our sister states. It was, no doubt, wise to omit an educa-
tional qualification from the requirements for taking the bar
examination at the beginning of the new program, but we believe
that this new procedure has met with such marked approval of
both the bar and citizens of the state generally, that the Supreme
Court will soon be justified in adding an educational qualifica-
tion, which we trust will be done in the near future.
At the general election to be held in November, 1932, a con-
stitutional amendment will be voted on again for the striking
out of Section 21, Article 7 of the State Constitution, which sec-
tion purports to provide that any voter of good moral character
may be admitted to practice law in the State of Indiana.
This amendment has failed several times before because of
the failure of sufficient voters to vote on the question either way.
Some citizens and some members of our bar still question the
validity of the Act of 1931 authorizing the Supreme Court to
adopt and promulgate rules for admission to the bar. The rati-
fication of the amendment above referred to would remove this
question entirely and place the rules of the Supreme Court and
all its acts under the 1931 statute beyond question. It is the
judgment of your Committee that this question will never be
entirely settled until this unfortunate provision of our Consti-
tution has been eliminated.
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At the mid-winter meeting of this Association, a resolution
was adopted authorizing the President of this Association to
appoint a committee of twelve to have charge of the publicity
concerning the adoption of this amendment at the coming
November election. The President decided, and we think wisely,
not to appoint that committee following the mid-winter meet-
ing, but to defer such appointment so that the incoming Presi-
dent could appoint this committee, whose work would fall entirely
within his administration.
We heartily endorse the recommendations and suggestions of
the President, that the adoption of this amendment at the com-
ing November election should be given the very special and
earnest support by this Association. It will be necessary in our
judgment to conduct a very intensive campaign of education, not
so much to induce the voters to favor this amendment, as to
induce them to vote on it at all. It is simply a question of lack
of information and interest, and it will be up to this Association
to so arouse interest in the electorate that they will in fact vote
on this amendment when it is presented next November. We
believe there should be a complete organization in every county
and township of the state to arouse interest in this matter, and
to do everything possible to induce the voters to express their
opinion on this amendment.
These two recommendations are the only ones your Committee
has to make at this time, to-wit:
1. That an educational qualification be added at an early date
to the requirements for taking the state bar examination.
2. That an intensive campaign be made by this Association
and its members in every county of the state to induce the voters
to vote, and to votefavorably upon the constitutional amendment
on the repeal of Section 21, Article 7, of our State Constitution.
The report of the Committee on Legal Education was adopted
by vote of the Association.
Upon the motion of Mr. Ewbank, seconded by Judge Moran,
the incoming president of the Association was authorized to
appoint a committee of twelve, one from each congressional dis-
trict, to take full charge of the matter of publicity on the pro-
posed constitutional amendment to repeal Section 21, Article 7,
of the Indiana Constitution, concerning admissions to the bar,
and other legislation sponsored by the Association.
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President Richman at this time introduced to the Association
the Honorable Guy A. Thompson, of St. Louis, President of the
American Bar Association.
ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT GUY A. THOMPSON
It was in 1878 that seventy-five lawyers from twenty states
and the District of Columbia met in the Town Hall at Saratoga
Springs, New York, and formed the American Bar Association.
That was fifty-three years and more ago.
The Association has continued ever since to be a voluntary,
unincorporated one with its originally expressed objective un-
changed.
The membership of the Association just now is something a
little more than thirty thousand, and before I go further, for
my guidance somewhat in what I shall have to say, I hope you
gentlemen will not regard it as an impertinence if I inquire how
many of you here happen to be members of the American Bar
Association. If those of you who are will kindly raise your
hands, I will be very much obliged.
Now, the dues of the Association, as you members know, are
eight dollars a year, $1.50 of which goes to the American Bar
Journal. Thus until recently, when it was increased somewhat,
the revenues of the Association from dues aggregated about
$200,000 annually, of which about $38,000 was for the Journal;
about $6,000 usually spent on capital expenditures, on the build-
ing of the Association in Chicago; $6,500 habitually appro-
priated to the commissioners on uniform state laws; about
$96,000 going to defraying the office and annual meeting ex-
penses of the Association, including the cost of printing the
annual report; and about $49,500 appropriated to various sec-
tions and committees.
Now, it is of considerable importance that there be larger
appropriations made to some of these sections and committees
in order that they may function with their full efficiency, do
necessary research work, have more frequent meetings, properly
print and distribute the results of their labors, among the public
and public officials and non-professional groups that are inter-
ested, and that can be of very material assistance in making
effective the work that is done.
I have been very much impressed by the willingness of law-
yers to render committee service. The work of the Association
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is done through its sections and committees. There are seven
sections, the Conference of Bar Association Delegates and twen-
ty-five committees, fifteen standing committees and ten special
comnittees.
The aggregate membership upon the committees alone is 140,
and it may be of interest to you to hear that I had appointed
these 140 men, without any prior conference, directly or indi-
rectly with 137 of them, and that of the 137 so appointed but
three declined the committee appointments. Conclusive evi-
dence, I think, if evidence were needed, of the willingness of
lawyers to render unselfish public service.
There are two or three things in connection with the Asso-
ciation which it may not be amiss for me to mention quite
briefly.
First, the subject of membership: I was amazed when I took
office and reviewed this subject, to learn that the membership
of the Association had been practically at a standstill for the
past five years. This seemed to me to be alarming because when
growth ceases usually disintegration has begun. It was pecu-
liarly alarming because of the conditions that now confront us,
so it seemed to me to be highly important that some special
effort be exerted to the end that additional members might be
recruited and that the members that we already had should be
held in the Association because the depression confronted us
with a double menace of wholesale resignations and the impossi-
bility of getting recruits.
Well, some special effort has been exerted along this line, and
I am very much gratified to be able to report to you who are
members of the Association that despite the times, since the
beginning of the fiscal year on the first of July, 1931, we have
recruited into the Association more new members than during
any year in the Association's history and further, that those who
are delinquent in the payment of dues are fewer than at a cor-
responding time last year.
Another matter which is of some concern is the question of
the amount of dues. I mentioned that the dues are eight dol-
lars. If this depression continues and the lawyers of the country
continue to be afflicted by it as they are now afflicted, it seems
to me that it is going to be advisable for us very soon to give
some attention to the matter of the amount of dues, and that is,
perhaps, it may have to be either reduced or that we will have
to have graduated dues, having the dues for younger members
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who have been at the bar only a short time less than for mem-
bers who have been at the bar longer.
A third matter which has arrested my notice has been that of
our annual meetings. Of course, I am talking now particularly
to those of you who are members of the Association. It seems
to me that our annual meetings are not just what they should
be or what they can be made to be. Are they not too prosaic,
too routine, too void of active interests? As you know, custom-
arily, we have the President's Annual Address, the report of
the Executive Committee, the Secretary-Treasurer; then follow
a succession of committee and section reports, merely summar-
ized by their chairmen, and perfunctory approval by the Asso-
ciation; interspersed are the addresses of several guests.
Now, this method of conducting business, void for the most
part of discussion and debate, not only detracts materially from
the interest, but I think minimizes the importance and weight
given to our deliberations and our conclusions, and by making
our sessions uninteresting, I have no doubt in the world but
that we minimize attendance at our annual meetings.
Who of you present at Memphis in 1929 at the meeting of the
Section on Legal Education, and heard there the very vigorous
discussion and debate, will deny that if some of the sessions of
the Association itself were characterized by similar discussion
and debate, interest would be intensified, and our members
would come flocking to our annual meetings. Attention can be
given to that matter, and I am hopeful that some progress will
be made at the next annual meeting of the Association.
Now, in that connection, I want to say that the next annual
meeting of the Association promises to be a very interesting
meeting. It will be held in Washington, D. C., on the second
week of next October. The reasons for choosing Washington as
the place of meeting were twofold. First, because this is the
Bi-Centennial year that is being celebrated; and second, and
primarily, I think, because the Association at that meeting will
lay the cornerstone of the new Supreme Court Building; and the
reason for selecting the second week of October as the time of
the meeting was that September is too hot, October is usually a
pleasant month in Washington, and beyond this we wanted to
have the participation of the Supreme Court in these corner-
stone ceremonies, and we wanted to have the meeting when the
court was in session in order that great numbers of our mem-
bers who have never seen the court in session might have the
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opportunity; great numbers who have never been enrolled in the
Supreme Court would have the opportunity to enroll themselves.
I have no doubt from all that I have heard that this approach-
ing meeting, in point of attendance, is going to break all prior
records; in point of interest, I think it will rival any that have
preceded it.
Another matter that I would mention in connection with the
American Bar Association, and that is the subject of coordina-
tion. The American Bar Association has no organic relation
with any other association of lawyers in the country. This
organized isolation on the part of the American Bar Associa-
tion makes it impossible to mobilize back of its work, back of
its recommendations, the interest, the enthusiasm, the efforts of
the organized bars of the country. It enfeebles the power with
which the Association speaks.
Now, more and more has this come to be regarded as a serious
weakness in the Association, and- more and more is attention
being focussed upon the necessity for correcting it. It is a
knotty problem to solve. Whether it can be corrected by en-
larging the powers of the General Council and changing their
method of selection or by providing for representative bodies
to speak for the Association or by federating the bars of the
nation, I personally can not undertake to say, but that the prob-
lem does exist, and that it is a really serious one, and one that
can be and, therefore, should be solved, all it seems to me should
be admitted.
We have a special committee at work, indeed it has been work-
ing on it for more than a year. Its Chairman is Jefferson P.
Chandler, of Los Angeles, California, whom many of you may
know. I am not in position to speak for that committee, but I
betray no confidence whatever when I assert that the committee
is deeply in earnest, that it is eagerly striving to solve this ques-
tion and has been so striving for a year and a half; but that it
is still working and it is still eager for the assistance of the
members and asks for suggestions and for them, as well as for
the Association, I would ask you gentlemen who are here and
who are members of the Association, to give some thought to
this really important problem. If you can develop some sugges-
tions which you think perhaps would be of value, without hesi-
tancy send them to Mr. Jefferson B. Chandler, in Los Angeles,
California.
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Now, Gentlemen of the Bar, our profession today is the object
of widespread criticism, and even abuse. It has ever been thus.
The famous colloquy between Black Dave and Dick, the Butcher,
in which it was agreed that the first thing to be done was to kill
all the lawyers, has been rehearsed with relish these past three
hundred years. It is the fashion, seemingly, in certain quarters
to charge against this profession not only all of the actual and
apparent deficiencies and delinquencies in the administration of
justice, but also many of the economic and social ills with which
we are afflicted, overlooking or minimizing the responsibilities
of the layman. How is it the responsibility of the layman? He
sustains an intimate relation to the matters of justice. Every
judge upon a state bench in Indiana, except perhaps your muni-
cipal courts in Indianapolis, who administers the law, every
prosecuting attorney in this state who prosecutes offenders
against the law, every member of your Legislature who makes
laws or fails to make laws, owes his position to the laymen of
the state. He exercises the functions of his office by virtue of
the activity, or as is more frequently the case, the indifference
of the layman.
The indifference of the layman to the election of these import-
ant officials, is as widespread as it is deplorable. The investiga-
tion which I have made upon this subject leads me to believe
that not fifty per cent of our citizens of adult age habitually vote,
and that in populous centers where registration is required, not
to exceed 75 per cent of our citizens of adult age who are reg-
istered, habitually vote.
And when it comes to the nomination (particularly in the
cities) of these officers who have to do with the administration
cf justice, the layman has practically abrogated in favor of the
ward committeeman whose standards of qualification for public
office are too frequently inadequate. In my own city of St.
Louis at our last general election but 52 per cent of our regis-
tered voters were sufficiently impressed by this supreme privi-
lege, as well as duty of citizenship, to go to the polls.
Not only does the layman sustain this relation to the adminis-
tration of justice, but he is an integral part of the administration
of justice. All indictments are returned by grand juries. All
felony cases and most civil cases at law are tried before and
decided by petty juries. In equity cases and a few law cases
only does the judge administer justice. In all others the layman,
as juror in the box, shares with the judge upon the bench and
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the lawyer at the bar the responsibility for decision, if indeed
he does not perform the chief function. Yet who will deny it
is often the protested virtues of juries that contribute to the
growing dissatisfaction with the law and its administration.
The fact is, particularly in the larger centers of population, that
our juries are no longer representative of our citizenship.
We do not have jury trials as we were intended to have. For
the most part our men of higher education, of large influence in
the community, of important corporate and business relations,
habitually evade jury service; and I contend that the citizen who
evades jury service-I care not who he is, how important he is
or thinks himself to be-the citizen who evades jury service in
time of peace is just as much a slacker as the citizen who evades
service to his country in time of war.
And yet these same evaders of responsibility and duty, these
men who do not vote, these men who by hook or crook avoid
jury service, are frequently loud and intemperate in their criti.
cisms and denunciations of the law, the lawyers and the courts.
I say, let the layman first examine the beam in his own eye.
But his delinquencies can not excuse ours. The question still
remains, Is the lawyer fulfilling his obligations? I think it is
easily demonstrable that no class or calling is more punctilious
in the discharge of his obligations and his duties than is the
lawyer. His duties arise from his threefold relationship to his
client, to his profession and to his country. Of course, the rela-
tion of lawyer to client is a sacred one. There must be no divided
allegiance, and it is in the interest of the public welfare, I think,
that that relation be maintained in all of its traditional purity
and integrity. No man can possibly serve two masters.
To his client the lawyer owes the duty promptly to account
for funds collected, to charge reasonably for his services, to
preserve inviolate his confidences, to give to his problem and
his cause the most honorable effort, to counsel and maintain only
such transactions, such proceedings, such defenses as appear to
him to be lawful and just, to encourage the settlement of contro-
versies, to employ such means only as are consistent with honor
and with truth and to reject not the cause of the defenseless, the
impoverished, the oppressed.
Oh, we have our wayward ones and those with itching palms,
who, as Shakespeare says, "Crook the pregnant finger of neces-
sity, where thrift may follow, fawning." Yet these are not
representative of the profession they dishonor. They are the
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rare exceptions. Upon the whole, there can be no doubt but
that the lawyers of this country are fully and faithfully dis-
charging the duties that they owe their clients.
To our profession we owe the duty of so conducting ourselves
at the bar and elsewhere as to be worthy exemplars of her high
and noble ideals; the duty unhesitatingly, where we have the
power to do it, to scourge from our ranks those who are recreant
and faithless to their trusts and bring discredit upon us; the
duty to maintain and to promote the respect that is due to the
courts of the land; to deal fairly with the courts; refrain from
all artifice and from missiatement of fact or of law, remember-
ing that we are sworn officers of the court, ministers, if you
please, in the temple of justice; the duty also to bear ever in
mind that we are the courts' chief reliance for their vindication
wherever and whenever that vindication seems to be desirable.
I hold also that a lawvyer who belongs to no organization of
his brethren has not yet discharged the full duty that he owes
to his profession, and here the lawyers are sadly deficient, for
while I can not assume to speak with accuracy, I am quite con-
fident that not fifty per cent of the lawyers of this country belong
to any organization of the bar, a lamentable condition.
Organizations of the bar are the instruments with which we
do our public work. They are the reservoirs, the fountains,
from which we draw inspiration needed adequately to carry on.
The fabled Antaeus, you will remember, was the son of the
Earth and Poseidon, the sea. He charged to mortal combat
every passerby. When thrown and brought in contact with his
mother Earth, he sprang up again with strength and vigor
renewed.
And so, when he, on occasions such as this provided by the
Bar Association, are brought in contact with our brethren of
the bar, we are thereby refreshed and inspired anew to cope
with and discharge those duties that we owe as members of a
great profession. Not only do we receive inspiration by this
contact with those physically present, but on such occasions we
also inevitably commune with the spirits of great ones of our
profession, of our state, who have gone on before, and who dur-
ing their lives wrought here worthily, and contributed in rich
abundance to the professional heritage which we now enjoy.
Their names occur to each and every one of you; as the moon
lifts up the tides of the seas, so do their influence and their
example lift up the ideals and exalt the purposes of every lawyer
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here present. Duties that we owe the public are of transcendent
importance because they are commensurate with the measure of
public confidence with which we are entrusted.
Almost precisely one hundred years ago today, that remark-
able Frenchman, de Tocqueville, completed his work, "Democracy
in America." In it he said that the people in the United States
do not distrust the members of the legal profession, for they
realize that they are interested in serving the popular cause, and
he further said that a republic could not continue to endure in
which the influence of the lawyer in public business did not
grow in proportion to the power of it.
That he spoke truthfully our record abundantly attests, for
despite the slanders of the ignorant and the jibes of the envious,
the fact remains that no class or calling on this earth is habit-
ually entrusted with so large a measure of public confidence as
are the members of our profession. Consider the record. Thirty
Presidents of our country and twenty-four of them lawyers.
Forty-eight Secretaries of State and forty-six of them lawyers.
Of the fifty-six signers of the American Declaration of Inde-
pendence, twenty-six were lawyers; of the fifty-six framers of
the Federal Constitution, thirty-three, according to Mr. Samuel
Warren, had practiced law. Of course, all the members of the
judiciary, federal and state, all of the attorneys-general, federal
and state, have always been lawyers. Most of the governors of
our states have always been lawyers, and if in Congress and in
the various legislatures the lawyers have not been throughout
our history in the numerical majority, they have always wielded
an important and frequently the preponderant influence.
Surely, then, the duties that we owe the public are of com-
pelling importance. Are we discharging them? On the whole,
I think we are, but that we have been laggard in dealing with
the question of civil procedure in our state courts, I think there
can be no doubt. Here, as I see it, is our Achilles' heel. We
have not been oblivious to this question. For years it has been
the subject of discussion among us, but it has not yet received
at the hands of the bar that organized, systematic, continuous,
universal effort that the seriousness of the question demands or
that is necessary for its solution.
Brother members of the bar, this to my mind is an ominous
problem in this country, for the condition in the state civil
courts, particularly in many of the larger cities of this country,
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has become progressively worse, until today it threatens con-
tinuance of confidence in and respect for our judicial system.
A litigant can not possibly respect a system of so-called justice
that defers for years the adjudication of his demands, and an
observer, though not a litigant, can not respect such a system.
Now, I am not speaking of your conditions here in Indiana.
I am not familiar with them. I am familiar with them else-
where. I know, for example, that in my own city of St. Louis,
after a petition has run the gamut of briefs and motions and
demurrers and the cause is finally issued, and this usually con-
sumes months of time, the day of trial of that case is still four-
teen months away. I know that the condition in Chicago is no
better. I know that up until the past year in the City of Detroit
the day of trial was forty-two months. I know that right now
in the City of New York, the day of trial is twenty-four to
thirty-six months. I speak, of course, of jury cases.
Now, these are not exceptional instances. They are fairly
illustrative of a condition in our country which is nation-wide,
and that calls loudly for relief.
We can not be deaf to that appeal. Self-interest, as well as
considerations of public service, requires that we respond to
escape the costs and inordinate delays of litigation. Valuable
rights, valuable causes are daily sacrificed by unjust settlements
of them or by foregoing their assertiqn altogether, thus losing
to the bar a tremendous amount of business which otherwise
would flow to it.
The causes of these delays are not asserted. Statutes of con-
ciliation are being passed around the country. Trade associa-
tions are requiring their members to settle their controversies
by arbitration, and to stay out of the courts. Arbitration stat-
utes are being adopted throughout the land. Boards and com-
missions are being established for the settlement of controversy,
and that too often without the intervention of any counsel.
Now, I don't urge the British system as a model substitute in
its entirety for our own. There they have gained speed, it is
true, but they have gained it, as it now appears, at the expense
of costs that have become very, very burdensome.
An excerpt from a report of a committee of the London Cham-
ber of Commerce upon this subject recently made is interesting,
and will surprise many American lawyers, so much laudation
have we heard of the British system. This excerpt says: "Eng-
lish justice may be the best in the world, but it is so dear that
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it is ruinous to litigants, so it at once ceases to be the best. The
evil of it is that the party with the long purse has the advantage,
and many such citizens submit to injustice rather than carry its
case into court. It is certain that if law were cheaper there
would be more business for the lawyers. Justice ought to com-
bine cheapness and efficiency."
We must deal with our own problem in our own way. But
my point is that we must deal with it. The condition existing
over large areas of this country in our courts is intolerable. It
is disgraceful, and the bar dare not view it longer with com-
placency, expecting commercial, industrial and social relations
to adjust themselves to a procedural technique that is antiquated.
The patience of the public is sorely tried and, unless we take
the initiative, the lay public, sooner or later, I think sooner than
later, indeed I think the process has already begun, is going to
foist upon us a technique of its own devising. Either that or
we will be subjected to the humiliation of merely trailing along,
cooperating, following, in the performance of this wider public
service.
But despite our failure thus far to solve this great question
of social adjustment, the legal profession may proudly challenge
comparison with any cult or trade or class or following in the
performance of public service. What trade or class or calling,
I ask you, devotes itself more insistently to public service, to the
correction or attempted correction of undesirable conditions, to
defending our institutions from the assaults both of the vicious
and of the well-meaning but misinformed? What trade or class
or calling has imposed upon itself more general observation, a
more rigorous or a more exalted code of conduct?
The American Law Institute has given to the nation a model
criminal code, the result of the labors of lawyers. The subjects
of crime, criminal law and its administration are receiving con-
stant, efficient and scientific attention at the hands of the section
of our Association on Criminal Law and Criminology, and from
numerous committees of the numerous local and state bar asso-
ciations. Criminal surveys have been and are still progressing
throughout the land. These are revealing deficiencies, are sug-
gesting corrections, and above all, are arousing a public senti-
ment which finally and inevitably will result in satisfactory im-
provement in our criminal law, and what to my mind is more
important still, in its administration.
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It is the organized bar which has formulated and seeks to
have established throughout the land those standards of educa-
tion and of character of the laws, from the general adoption of
which, in my humble opinion, will flow vast and great good to
the people of this country.
It is the organized bar which has established in every state in
the land committees on citizenship which are inspiring the youth
of the land to know and to revere the ark of our covenant, the
Constitution of the United States. It is the organized bar which
has undertaken the herculaean task of restating the common
law to the end that the law may be clarified, if possible, and
simplified, and the better adapted to modern social conditions
and needs.
Judicial procedure, legal aid, air law, the law of public utilities,
uniform state laws, where desirable, laws regulating the exploi-
tation of our natural resources, taxation, anti-trust laws, patent,
trade-mark and copyright law, insurance law, bankruptcy law,
admiralty law, international law-these and many other juristic
and social views having intimate relation with the prosperity,
the happiness and the liberties of our country are receiving con-
stant, earnest, efficient, tireless attention at the hands of mem-
bers of our profession, and that, too, without hope or expecta-
tion of the slightest personal reward, but solely in response to
impulses of public service.
So let us not be alarmed or depressed by these shafts of criti-
cism unjustly hurled against us. The legal profession is keenly
sensitive to the responsibilities with which it is charged, and it
is willing, aye, eager, to perform every duty that rests upon it.
No man is more alert to respond to the call of duty than is the
truly representative lawyer. He regards his profession not as
a mere trade to be used for the amassing of wealth, but as a
great and learned profession whose high mission is service. His
chief ambition is not to accumulate money, but to do his tasks
well, to serve his clients well, and his profession well, and his
country well. He is not learned in the lore of the law only, but
in the histories and traditions of his profession as well. He has
a keen interest in every branch of learning, a love of learning
for its own sake, is devoted to history, to literature, and to every
branch of art. He is interested in public questions, loves his
country and her institutions, and willingly serves her in peace
and in war. He is jealous of her honor and as a worthy ex-
emplar of her honor and high ideals, he is unyielding in his deal-
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ing with his clients, assiduous and faithful in the performance
of his tasks, whether they be at the bar or the bench or in the
classroom; he is absorbed in his duties, and intellectual pursuits,
unmindful of his own interests and of his own health, and freely
spends himself in the service of others.
If he is a successful lawyer, he usually lives well, and dies
poor. He better than other men, I think, understands the true
and accurate significance and the full and accurate truth ex-
pressed by Tennyson in those noble lines to the Duke of
Wellington:
"Not once or twice in our fair island-story,
The path of duty was the way to glory.
He, that ever following her commands,
On with toil of heart and knees and hands,
Thro' the long gorge to the far light has won
His path upward, and prevailed,
Shall find the toppling crags of Duty scaled
Are close upon the shining table-lands
To which our God Himself is moon and sun."
Gentlemen, in that ancient time, so we read, the Star of
Bethlehem flames in the midnight sky for the guidance of the
Wise Men. So in these moalern days, in the firmament of our
profession, above the wreathed mists and dark clouds of cruel
depression and almost desperation, shines our star of duty, duty
to client, duty to profession, duty to country. Let us fix our eyes
upon that star, with upturned faces, bathed in its effulgent glory,
and, like the Wise Men of old, let us follow it.
Judge Curtis W. Roll, representing the Supreme Court of
Indiana, delivered the annual address on the work of the Su-
preme Court.
THE WORK OF THE SUPREME COURT
Lawyers are naturally interested in the work of the Supreme
Court. Not altogether because the individual lawyer may have
a case pending in this court and is anxious to have his case
decided, but because the opinions of this court becomes the law
of this state.
I think the members of the Supreme Court fully appreciate
the desirability of this court being in a position that an appealed
case could be decided within six months after being fully briefed.
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This condition is one devoutly to be hoped for; but not likely
to be attained soon under the present system of appellate pro-
cedure. Our President in his address pointed out some changes
in our procedure which I think should receive the serious con-
sideration of this Bar Association. If such a change, or any
other change in our appellate procedure, would enable the Appel-
late Courts to more quickly and more easily determine the real
question in controversy, and at the same time save the litigant
the expense of a large and voluminous record, a great portion
of which is of no value at all, but only tends to cloud and obscure
the issues, this by all means should be done.
Because the bar is interested in the work of the Supreme
Court, I have compiled some data on the work of this court in
which I think perhaps you would be interested.
Causes pending in Supreme Court July 1, 1931, 281.
Causes pending in Supreme Court July 1, 1932, 306.
Causes filed in Supreme Court from July 1, 1930, to July 1,
1931, 143.
Causes filed in Supreme Court from July 1, 1931, to July 1,
1932, 147.
Original actions filed in Supreme. Court from July 1, 1930, to
July 1, 1931, 23.
Original actions fied in Supreme Court from July 1, 1931, to
July 1, 1932, 21.
Original actions disposed of in Supreme Court from July 1,
1930, to July 1, 1931, 30.
Original actions disposed of in Supreme Court from July 1,
1931, to July 1, 1932, 19.
The original actions filed from July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931,
and from July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, are included in the num-
ber of causes filed in the Supreme Court.
Opinions handed down from July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931, 101.
(See explanation, infra.)
Opinions handed down from July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, 102.
Causes dismissed from July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931, 18.
Causes dismissed from July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, 21.
Petitions to transfer from Appellate Court disposed of from
July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931, 86.
Petitions to transfer from Appellate Court disposed of from
July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, 81.
(I might suggest at this point, that on Friday, July 2, the
court disposed of nine petitions to transfer, that would have
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gone down the day before had the court not been unexpectedly
interrupted on that day by a petition for a mandatory injunc-
tion which occupied the court's time the entire afternoon.)
Petitions to recertify from Appellate Court disposed of from
July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, 3.
Applications to be let to bail:
Pending July 1, 1930, 2.
Filed from July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931, 25.
Disposed of from July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931, 26.
Filed from July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, 19.
Disposed of from July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, 19.
Causes in Supreme Court transferred to the Appellate Court
for want of jurisdiction:
From July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931, 11.
From July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, 12.
The above data was taken from the records in the Clerk's
office, and, as to the number of opinions handed down, during
the period from July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931 (101 opinions),
might be misleading, without an explanation. It.will be remem-
bered that the Legislature of 1929 gave the Appellate Court
jurisdiction in certain criminal cases until January 1, 1931.
After the passage of this act the criminal cases coming within
the purview of the statute were transferred from the Supreme
Court to the Appellate Court, and were there decided by that
court.
In twenty-eight of such cases there were petitions to recertify
them to the Supreme Court, and in six cases there were petitions
to traisfer to the Supreme Court; making a total of thirty-four
cases. These were all disposed of by one opinion, but the record
in each case shows it to have been disposed of by an opinion.
So, in fact, the number of opinions handed down from July 1,
1930, to July 1, 1931, was sixty-eight instead of one hundred
and one. So the record is, in fact, as follows:
Opinions handed down from July 1, 1930, to July 1, 1931, 68.
Opinions handed down from July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, 102.
Showing a gain during the last year over the previous year
of thirty-four opinions, or an increase of exactly 50%.
From the above you will observe that we have in fact made
some gain on our work.
We think we will be able to make further gain the next year
by changing and modifying some of the rules relating to the
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workings of the court itself, some of which changes have already
been proposed to, and accepted, by the court.
You will observe from the above report that more than one-
third of our time is devoted to the consideration of petitions to
transfer cases from the Appellate Court. The chances are that
but few, if any, of the laymen, and perhaps some members of
the bar, fully appreciate the amount of time and labor devoted
to this phase of our work. It seems that some people, for some
reason, have the idea that the number of opinions handed down
is the only thing that counts, as no mention is ever made of the
transfers considered. Let us see what work the court does in
the disposition of a petition to transfer. When a petition to
transfer is filed and fully briefed, it is transmitted by the clerk
to the consultation room, where it is distributed to one of the
justices. The justice to whom it is assigned is required first to
read the petition to transfer. Sometimes the petition is rather
brief, but many 'times it is quite lengthy; containing fifteen,
twenty, and in some instances more than thirty pages of legal
cap paper with varying number of assigned reasons why the
petition should be granted. The opinion requires considerable
study. Briefs, both in support of and in opposition to the peti-
tion, often contain citation of many authorities. After all of
these have been carefully studied by the justice, and he is ready
to submit his recommendation to the court, he brings it into
consultation, where the opinion, and petition, are usually read
aloud to the court. The briefs in support of the petition and
the authorities are reviewed. It is not an unusual thing for a
single petition to transfer to occupy the entire consultation
period from nine to twelve o'clock, and then, many times, no
decision is reached and again it is brought up for further con-
sideration. The court many times, as is true with opinions,
are of a divided opinion on the question of granting or denying
the petition to transfer. When this condition exists naturally
more time is given to its consideration. Where a petition occu-
pies the attention of the entire court for from three to four
hours, which means fifteen to twenty hours for one justice, this
time, if added to the time he has already given the case, before
it was brought before the full court, would in some instances be
sufficient for him to write the opinion in the first instance.
The statute names the conditions under which a cause should
be transferred, namely, "that the opinion of the Appellate Court
contravenes a ruling precedent of the Supreme Court, or that a
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new question of law is directly involved and was decided errone-
ously." It is not always clear whether the opinion, which we
are urged to take over because it contravenes a ruling precedent
of the Supreme Court, does in fact contravene a ruling prece-
dent, or whether the opinion states the rule of law correctly, and
then proceeds to make an erroneous application of a correct rule
of law to the facts in the particular case. We very often find it
difficult to determine whether the particular statement of law
of which complaint is made, is or is not a necessary statement
in the decision of the question before the court.
It need only be called to your attention, I am quite sure, that
the members of the bar will appreciate the numerous close and
difficult questions with which the court is confronted in its con-
sideration of transfer cases, and from the standpoint of time
and work, what an important part they have assumed on our
docket.
It seems to me that part of the work of the Supreme Court
might find some relief if some satisfactory method could be
found whereby in certain cases the opinion of the Appellate
Court could be made final.
The criminal cases, which since January 1, 1931, are again
appealed to the Supreme Court, have to some, but to no great
extent, increased the work of the Supreme Court; neither did
the statute which gave the defendant the right to petition to
the Supreme Court, upon a showing of a probable reversal of
the cause, to be let to bail. I also might mention that, since
July 1, 1931, all applications to be admitted to the bar have been
placed under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Supreme Court*
This necessitated the working out of a system and rules govern-
ing the same, which have, during the past year, demanded con-
siderable time.
Do not understand that the members of the court are object-
ing to this increased amount of work, but mentioned it only for
the purpose of showing that the court's time is occupied by
matters other than the writing of opinions. The above added
duties and demand for the time of the court, when taken sepa-
rately, seem to amount to but little, but when added together
consume considerable time, and lessen to a considerable degree
the time available to what might be termed the more proper
functions of the Supreme Court.
We have, on several occasions, been criticised for not deciding
some particular case or cases which are of public interest. One
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critic complains because we do not decide certain cases and
another criticises us because we do not decide some other class
of cases which to him is of more importance. One section of
the state is asking a decision of some particular class of cases
and another section of the state is complaining because we do
not decide another set of cases, involving some question that
affects that particular locality. We find it impossible to comply
with all the demands, for in so doing, it would mean the decision
of all the cases. We can not decide all the cases on our docket
at once, or even all of those that involve public interest. So the
only thing left for us to do is to take up those that seems to us
to be most pressing. We find that most of the lawyers feel to
some extent that a decision of his particular case is about the
most important case on the docket. But I must say on behalf of
the lawyers that they have been and are very patient, and (to
our face at least) have refrained from saying unkind things
to us.
I should say, on behalf of the court, that they have been,
and are now, working long hours in an effort to relieve the con-
gested condition of the docket, and with the continued help and
cooperation of the bar, and interested parties, we hope in a year
or so to make quite a change in the number of cases pending in
our court.
Note: The figures regarding the number of cases pending in
the Supreme Court given in the foregoing address, and also in
the President's address, are based on all pending appeals,
whether briefed or not.
It will be noted that the figures given at the meetings in 1928
to 1931, inclusive (see IV Ind. L. Jour. 42; V Ind. L. Jour. 70;
VI Ind. L. Jour. 52, and VII Ind. L. Jour 32), were based on
pending cases that were fully briefed. In this connection the
following data based on the number of cases now fully briefed
and distributed to the court for decision is given:
TABLE SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF CASES IN THE SUPREME
COURT ON JULY 7, 1932
By Supreme Court
By. Year Judicial Districts Average
Docket '25 '2t '27 '28 '29 '80 '81 '32 Total 1 2 8 4 5 Per Judge
Regular ......... 12 20 13 1919 12 95 21 27 8 11 28 19
Advanced ........ 9 12 15 20 47 22 125 28 42 9 13 38 25
Total ......... 21 82 28 89 66 34 220 49 69 17 24 61 44
Transfer ..... 1 3 8 9 16 25 29 23 109 47 10 16 13 23 22-
Total cases
& Transfers 1 3 24 41 44 64 95 57 829 96 79 38 37 84 66-
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TABLE SHOWING OPINIONS WRITTEN IN PRECEDING
TWO YEARS
July 3, 1930, to July 9, 1931, to
July 9, 1931, July 7, 1932,
Supreme Court Vol. 172-176 Vol. 177-181 Average
District Judge Northeastern Northeastern Total Per Year
1 Willoughby .... (3 1930) 6 6 12
Treanor ....... ( 1931) 3 13 16 10
2 Myers .......... 8 15 23 11
21
3 Martin ....... 22* 34 56 28
4 Gemmill . (1930) 7 7 14
Roll ......... (1 1931) 6 15 21 14
5 Travis ........ 13 14 27 13%
Per Curiam .... 6 4 10 5
Total ....... 61* 95 156 78
These figures do not include the 34 cases referred to by Judge Roll which were disposed
of by one opinion.
Mr. George 0. Dix presented the report of the Committee on
Jurisprudence and Law Reform in three parts, action being
taken on each part separately.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON JURISPRUDENCE
AND LAW REFORM
(Proposed Amendments to Federal Bankruptcy Act)
To the Indiana State Bar Association:
Your Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Reform has been
asked to consider and make a report on the proposed amendment
to the Federal Bankruptcy Act. The various members of the
Committee were unable to devote the time to this work which
would have been necessary to enable the Committee to make a
satisfactory report. The proposed amendments are so volum-
inous and so revolutionary in their character that we consider
it advisable to have the proposed bill referred to a special com-
mittee. We are informed that the bill will not be acted upon at
this session of Congress. Committees from the American Bar
Association and other organizations have already been appointed
to study the bill, and we recommend that the incoming President
of the Indiana State Bar Association be directed to appoint a
special committee to study this bill and report at the mid-year
meeting.
Mr. Lawrence Davis of Indianapolis, in discussing this phase
of the Committee's report, pointed out that the proposed amend-
ments to the bankruptcy statute provide for examiners appointed
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by the office of the attorney general, paid out of the public treas-
ury, to examine the bankrupt in all cases of voluntary bank-
ruptcy. He also stressed the provisions for administrators ap-
pointed by the Federal Government to assist the bankruptcy
courts in the administration of the estates of bankrupts.
Judge Lewis B. Ewbank also expressed his disapproval of the
proposed amendments to the Bankruptcy Act.
On a motion substituted for the motion to adopt the report of
the Committee, the Association authorized the appointment of a
special committee of five by the incoming President to study the
proposed amendments, with power to act in opposition or in
support of the bill in the event the midwinter meeting is not
held before the Congress is in session. If the midwinter meeting
is held before the Congress is in session, the committee is to
report to the Association.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON JURISPRUDENCE
(Limitation of Jurisdiction of Federal Courts)
To the Indiana State Bar Association:
Your Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Reform desires
to direct the Association's attention to the following important
bills now pending in the United States Congress:
FiRST: Senate Bill 937, by Senator Norris, proposes to add
to the first paragraph of Section 24 of the Judicial Code a pro-
vision that where a corporation carries on business in a state
other than that of its incorporation,, it shall for purposes of
jurisdiction in a district court of the United States be treated
as a citizen of such state wherein it carries on business as re-
spects all suits brought within that state between itself and resi-
dents thereof and arising out of the business carried on in such
state.
SECOND: Senate Bill 939, by Senator Norris, proposes to
amend Section 24 of the Judicial Code by entirely eliminating
diversity of citizenship as one of the grounds for jurisdiction in
the Federal courts.
These two bills were considered together and hearings held
thereon by a sub-committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
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with the result that on April 8, 1932, S. 939 was reported favor-
ably and is now on the Senate calendar.
THirD: H. R. 4526, by Representative Bulwinkle, proposes
to amend Section 24 of the Judicial Code by increasing the juris-
dictional amount in the Federal District Courts from $3,000.00
to $7,500.00.
This bill has been reported favorably by the House Judiciary
Committee and is now on the House calendar.
The passage of the two bills now on the calendars, the one
entirely eliminating diversity of citizenship as a ground for
jurisdiction and the other increasing the jurisdictional amount
in practically all remaining civil cases from $3,000.00 to
$7,500.00, would take away from the Federal courts almost all
of their civil business, making them largely criminal courts. It
is not beyond the realm of possibility that the Federal courts
may soon be relieved of jurisdiction in all criminal cases arising
out of the violation of the liquor laws, and if that condition
should come about and Congress should pass the two bills re-
ferred to above and now on the calendars, the work of the
Federal courts would be almost all eliminated.
This work now so satisfactorily handled by the Federal courts
would be transferred to the already overcrowded state courts;
thus either adding to the financial burden of the states or
greatly increasing the existing difficulty of securing a speedy
administration of justice in state courts.
These bills are the products of a school of thought in this
country which believes that the poor man is at such a relatively
greater disadvantage in the Federal courts than he is in the
state courts that the Federal courts as a forum for the trial of
civil cases should be abolished. It is not contended by the pro-
ponents of these bills that the poor man can not get equal justice
with the rich man in the Federal courts, but it is argued that
the expense of hiring counsel and trying his case is so much
greater in the Federal than in the state courts that it amounts
to a denial of justice. This argument seems to your Committee
to be not well founded in fact and not justified by experience.
The litigant who has a controversy involving $3,000.00 or more
usually has no difficulty in securing a lawyer to handle it with-
out being required to pay any cash fee in advance. The other
part of the expense is relatively small.
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On the other hand, the danger of local prejudice, and local
influence resulting in positive and serious injustice to foreign
litigants seems so great and so apparent from actual experience
that it greatly overbalances any slight disadvantages due to in-
creased expense.
We recommend that the Association authorize your Committee
in the name of the Association to oppose these bills and any
similar bills which may be introduced in any succeeding Con-
gress.
After a discussion of the report by Judge Lockyear, Judge
Ewbank and Mr. Harper, the recommendations of the Commit-
tee were adopted by the Association.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON JURISPRUDENCE
AND LAW REFORM
(Procedural Reform Bill, Judicial Council Bill, Bill on
Appellate Procedure)
To the Indiana State Bar Association:
Your Committee.on Jurisprudence and Law Reform desires
to report on two proposed bills which are in its files as unfin-
ished business.
FIRST: A bill vesting the rule making power in the Supreme
Court of Indiana.
SECOND: A bill creating a judicial council for Indiana.
The bill vesting the rule making power in the Supreme Court
was approved by the Association at its mid-year meeting held
in December, 1930, and was introduced in the 1931 General
Assembly as Senate Bill No. 120. It received a favorable com-
mittee report, but never reached a vote in either branch of the
Legislature.
We recommend that the bill, with some changes in form, be
introduced in the 1933 Assembly, and that its passage be urged
by the Association. A copy of the proposed bill is appended
hereto and marked "A".
The bill creating a judicial council for Indiana is the result
of several months' investigation and discussion by your Com-
mittee. The bill, as finally drafted by the Committee, was sub-
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mited to the Association at the last mid-year meeting, and
after some brief discussion was referred back to your Commit-
tee for further study and report at this meeting. The discussion
at the mid-year meeting brought out several points which have
been considered by your Committee, with the result that some
slight changes have been made in the proposed bill. The
amended bill is appended hereto and marked "B".
We recommend that the bill be introduced in the 1933 General
Assembly and that its passage be urged by the Association.
The Committee also directs attention to the bill revising appel-
late procedure which was introduced in the 1931 General As-
sembly as Senate Bill No. 227. This bill, although not prepared
by this Committee, was prepared by one of its members at the
request of the Association's Committee on Legislation, and has
this Committee's full approval, and we recommend that it be
re-introduced in the 1933 General Assembly and that its
passage be urged by the Association.
It should be noted that the two bills herewith submitted are
drafted with the thought in mind that they will work well to-
gether. The bill restoring the rule making power to the Su-
preme Court and the Judicial Council bill both contemplate that
the Judicial Council will relieve the Supreme Court of the de-
tailed study and preparation of the revised rules and leave the
court with only the duty of final approval.
The Committee has left blank the amount of the annual ap-
propriation for the expenses of the Judicial Council. We realize
that it will be almost impossible at this time to obtain an amount
which will be sufficient to accomplish the best results. We
believe, however, that it is desirable to secure the passage of
the act, irrespective of the amount of the appropriation or even
without any appropriation. This will permit the council to be
created and to become organized and to start functioning even
though it be in a limited way, and it is believed that subsequent
budgets can be made to include an amount for the council's
expense.
In submitting our report on these two bills, the Committee
feels that it would not be out of place to present some of our
reasons for recommending their passage.
At the outset, the Committee wishes to disclaim any general
intention to attack our system of jurisprudence. Even our pro-
cedure and practice, which have received the greatest criticism,
are not to be condemned as wholly bad. Indiscriminate criti-
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cism on the part of reformers is as great an error as is blind
justification of the existing system among the more conservative
members of the bar. However, there can be no need of proof,
to the laymen at least, of the widespread dissatisfaction with
the administration of justice. The bench and bar may deny
that this dissatisfaction is well founded, but can hardly claim
that it does not exist.
The report of the Committee on Law Reform of the Chamber
of Commerce of the State of New York, which was presented
to the Chamber in May, 1930, contained the following significant
statement:
"The administration of justice in our courts has long been a
subject of criticism. We believe that it is time for business
associations and other organizations of laymen to awaken to
and assume their own responsibility in this matter. It is the
custom to lay the blame for defects in the law and for the law's
delays upon the courts and lawyers. They operate the system,
they know its backgrounds and its needs, they have the oppor-
tunity to observe its failures and its weaknesses, and it should
be their place to suggest remedies. This obligation they have
not discharged satisfactorily. The technicalities, the delays and
the cost of litigation remain unchanged. Such reforms as have
been made appear to have effected comparatively little. But
there has been too little appreciation of the laymen's responsi-
bility for this. The law exists for his benefit. If he wants it
changed, it is his right and duty to see that the changes are
made. Doubtless the bench and the bar as a whole have failed
to take the initiative in and have even opposed reform. Eminent
members of the profession have advocated remedies and pro-
posed specific rules and statutes to accomplish them. But acting
alone, they have been unable to effectuate these reforms."
Three years ago, the National Economic League submitted an
inquiry to its National Council concerning the paramount prob-
lems which confront the nation. The National Council is made
up of leaders of industry and the professions throughout the
United States. By an overwhelming vote, the Council decided
that the most pressing and most important problem was that
of the administration of justice.
The Governor of one of the leading states, in a recent message
to the Legislature, said:
"By a long series of piecemeal enactments, covering many
years, we have built up a highly complicated system of judicial
procedure, both criminal and civil, which does not conform to
the ideals of modern efficiency or simplicity. A growing body
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of our citizens complain of private and public litigation. I do
not for a moment believe either that the situation can be greatly
improved by minor amendments to the existing system, nor do
I believe that a drastic reform can be accomplished in one or
two years. It is time, however, that a deeper study of the whole
subject should be made by a body of citizens representing the
bench, the bar and laymen."
The American Bar Association, the bar associations of many
of the states and students of judicial administration generally
have concluded that the restoration of the rule making power
to the courts and the creation of judicial councils to continuously
study the judicial system and assist the courts, are the two
things which are most likely to remedy the present situation.
The Committee on Judicial Administration of the Merchants
Association of New York has recently published a report of its
unusually exhaustive study of the various systems of judicial
administration in this country. This Committee says:
"In the course of our investigations, many proposals have
been made to the Committee as to what might be done to improve
conditions. Two of these seem to be fundamental, in that they
relate to legislative action which in our opinion if approved
would greatly aid in working out other problems relating to our
whole system of administration.
"These proposals are: (1) That the Legislature should estab-
lish a permanent body, to be known as a Judicial Council, to pass
on all questions with respect to the improvement of the machin-
ery and administration of justice, and (2) that the Legislature
should restore to the courts full authority to establish rules of
practice and procedure and to modify such existing rules as are
now in form of statutes."
The bill which the Committee is presenting does not contem-
plate any revolutionary changes in court procedure. It may
mean no changes at all for the present. It merely transfers
from the Legislature to the Supreme Court the power to make
from time to time such changes in the rules of procedure as shall
seem advisable. It takes the rule making power out of the
hands of a large body of non-experts meeting only once in two
years for a short and hectic legislative session, and places it in
the hands of a small body of experts, sitting in continuous
session.
Practically every board, commission, special court or other
similar body created by the Legislature has full and unrestricted
power to formulate their own rules of procedure. In many
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instances they pass on matters involving vast property interestq
and often the most sacred personal rights. The members of
these bodies are often laymen with no legal training, yet by some
strange inconsistency, the ordinary courts of law presided over
by trained legal minds are now denied the right to formulate
their own rules of procedure.
There are also many other things besides court procedure
which require study and attention.
Much has been said and written of the duty of the bar to
undertake the working out of these problems. From time to
time bar associations, acting through their committees, have
accomplished material improvements, but their accomplishments
have been more or less unrelated and on the whole discouraging.
The subject is one which requires profound and continuous
study. It has been difficult to secure lawyers who, as members
of unofficial committees, are able or willing to devote the neces-
sary time and study.
Another method which has been tried has been the appoint-
ment of special legislative commissions. Although these com-
missions have the advantage of having an official character, they
are usually created to serve for only a short period, and their
authority usually terminates before they have had the time or
the opportunity to give the subject sufficient deliberation.
Within the past few years, a third method for the investiga-
tion and study of the judicial system has been coming into gen-
eral prominence. This method is through the formation of a
judicial council. As long ago as 1921, Mr. Justice Cardozo said:
"The absence of a continuing body to study the working of
the courts is one of the anomalies of our legal institutions.
Today courts and legislature work in separation and aloofness.
* * * The legislature, informed only casually and intermit-
tently of the needs and problems of the courts, without expert,
or responsible or disinterested or systematic advice as to the
workings of one rule or another, patches the fabric here and
there, and mars often when it would mend. * * * Some
agency must be found to mediate between them. This task of
mediation is that of a ministry of justice. The duty must be
cast on some man or group of men to watch the law in action,
observe the manner of its functioning, and report the changes
needed when function is deranged."
Judge Hollzer, chairman of the National Conference of Judi-
cial Councils, says:
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"Probably the most significant, if not the most important,
development which has taken place in the judicial history of the
United States during the last half century has been the estab-
lishment of judicial councils in more than one-third of the
states, and the creation of a companion group in the Federal
judicial system under the designation of the Conference of
Senior Circuit Judges. Indeed, we doubt whether any more
enlightened movement to improve the administration of justice
has been undertaken in this country since the formation of the
Union."
While your Committee does not entirely share the enthusiasm
of Judge Hollzer on the benefits to be obtained by the creation
of a judicial council, yet we are convinced that it is the best
method which has been yet found for the continuous, orderly
and scientific study of the judicial system. It is difficult to see
any sound objection that can be raised to the creation of a judi-
cial council which has the power of investigation and recom-
mendation only. The fact that judicial councils have been estab-
lished in twenty of the states of the Union clearly indicates a
public recognition of the value and desirability of such boards.
Examination of the operations of the councils already created
indicates that in a majority of the states they are accomplishing
good results. In Indiana there exists today no person or body
upon which is definitely placed the responsibility of seeing that
the machinery of justice is kept functioning efficiently. Such
responsibility is now divided between the Legislature, the courts
and the organized bar, with the result that the initiative for
study and action rests nowhere.
To the not unnatural objection by certain members of the bar
to any change in our system of procedure and practice, it must
be held in mind that the only change suggested is a transfer of
the authority to make changes from the Legislature to the court,
and each member of the bar who entertains an objection to such
transfer should ask himself whether he is not more likely to
secure more uniform and satisfactory action from the court than
he is from the Legislature.
We caution that complete and immediate results are not to be
expected, but we do believe that the transfer to the court of the
power to make the rules of procedure and practice and the crea-
tion of an official body, with continuity of action, and with power
to make investigations and recommendations upon all matters
relating to the judicial system, will be steps forward.
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A BILL for an Act relating to procedure in the courts of this state; con-
ferring powers upon the Supreme Court to make, prescribe, enforce, and
promulgate rules and regulations in regard thereto; and repealing all
laws in conflict therewith.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana:
Section 1. All statutes relating to procedure in any of the courts of this
state shall hereafter have force and effect only as rules of court, and shall
remain in elect unless and until modified or rescinded by rule or rules made
pursuant hereto. The Supreme Court, by a majority vote thereof, shall
have the power from time to time to adopt, modify or rescind any rule of
court. All rules of court so adopted, and all those modifying or rescinding
any former rule shall be promulgated under such rules as the Supreme
Court shall adopt.
Sec. 2. Other courts of the state shall have the power to establish rules
for their own government, supplementary to and not conflicting with the
rules prescribed by the Supreme Court.
Sec. 3. All laws or parts of laws inconsistent with this Act are hereby
repealed.
A BILL for an Act establishing a Judicial Council, prescribing its powers
and duties and making an appropriation for carrying out the purposes
of the Act.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana:
Section 1. There is hereby established a Judicial Council, which shall
consist of one of the judges, or a former judge of the Supreme Court, to
be selected by a majority vote of the judges of the Supreme Court; one of
the judges, or a former judge of the Appellate Court, to be selected by a
majority vote of the judges of the Appellate Court; a judge, or a former
judge of a Circuit or Superior Court, to be appointed by the Governor; the
Chairman of the Judiciary "A" Committee of the State Senate; the Chair-
man'of Judiciary "A" Committee of the State House of Representatives; a
Prosecuting Attorney of a Judicial Circuit, or a former Prosecuting At-
torney, to be selected by a majority of the judges of the Supreme Court; a
member of the faculty of a Law School located in Indiana, to be selected
by the President of the Indiana University; and two members of the Bar
of the State of Indiana, who have each practiced law at least ten years in
the State, to be selected by the President of the Indiana State Bar Asso-
ciation. The person or persons whose duty it is to make such selection
shall make their original selections and notify the Chief Justice of the Su-
preme Court thereof within sixty days after the taking effect of this Act.
Section 2. The term of each of the members of the Council, except the
Chairman of Judiciary "A" Committee of the Senate and the Chairman of
Judiciary "A" Committee of the House of Representatives, shall be for a
period of four (4) years from the date of their respective appointments.
The term of the member who is Chairman of Judiciary "A" Committee of
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the Senate, and the term of the member who is the Chairman of Judiciary
"A" Committee of the House of Representatives shall be for their respective
terms of office as Chairman of such committees. All vacancies shall be filled
for the remainder of any term by appointment by the official or officials
having the original power of appointment.
Sec. 3. The time and place of the first meeting of the Council shall be
fixed, and the members shall be notified thereof by the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court. At such first meeting, the members shall elect a Chairman
from among their number. The Council may make, and from time to time
modify the rules for its procedure and the conduct of its business, may
employ a secretary and may employ such clerical assistants, may procure
such office supplies, and may incur such other expense, as shall be necessary
in the performance of its duties.
Sec. 4. Regular meetings of the Council shall be held at the seat of
government on the second Monday in April and October of each year. Other
meetings, either regular or special, may be provided for by rules adopted
by the Council.
Sec. 5. It shall be the duty of the Council:
(1) To continuously survey and study the operation of the judicial de-
partment of the state, the volume and condition of business in the courts,
whether of record or not, the methods of procedure therein, the work ac-
complished, and the character of the results;
(2) To receive and consider suggestions from judges, public officers,
members of the Bar, and others as to remedies, for faults in the adminis-
tration of justice:
(3) To devise ways of simplifying judicial procedure, expediting the
transaction of judicial business, and correcting faults in the administration
of justice;
(4) To submit from time to time to the courts or the judges, either upon
the request of any such court or judge, or upon the Council's own motion,
such suggestions as it may deem advisable for changes in rules, procedure,
or methods of administration;
(5) To report biennially to the Governor and the Legislature on the
condition of business in the courts, with the Council's recommendations as
to needed changes in the organization of the judicial department or the
courts, or in judicial procedure.
Sec. 6. Judges and other officers of the courts, whether of record or
not, and all other state, county and municipal officers shall render the Coun-
cil such reports as it may request on matters within the scope of its duties.
Sec. 7. Members of the Council shall receive no compensation for their
services, but shall be allowed their actual expense while on business for the
Council, and the Council shall be allowed its expenses, to be paid out of any
funds appropriated for that purpose, upon the approval of the Chairman
of the Council.
Sec. 8. For the purpose of defraying any and all expense which may be
incurred in the administration of this Act, there is hereby appropriated out
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of any money in the general fund not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
not to exceed $ ------- annually.
This report received extended discussion by Mr. Isaac Carter,
who opposed both the bill on procedural reform and the bill on
appellate procedure. Mr. Richard Ewbank also expressed him-
self as in opposition to the bill vesting the power to make rules
of procedure in the Supreme Court. Judge Lockyear expressed
his opinion that the whole matter should be deferred until the
next or some other meeting of the Association, and made a
motion to that effect, which motion was seconded by Mr. Richard
Ewbank. The Association voted to table this motion.
On motion by Mr. William H. Hill the Association decided to
consider each bill separately.
The report of the Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Re-
form pertaining to the bill vesting the rule making power in the
Supreme Court was adopted by the Association.
The report of the Committee on Jurisdiction and Law Reform
pertaining to the bill creating the judicial council was adopted.
The report of the Committee on Jurisdiction and Law Reform
pertaining to the bill on the reform of appellate procedure was
rejected.
Judge Alphonso C. Wood, Chief Justice of the Appellate Court,
reported on the work of that tribunal.
THE WORK OF THE APPELLATE COURT
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Association:
Some weeks ago I was informed by the President of this
Association that it was customary to have a report of the activ-
ities and accomplishments of the Appellate Court for the pre-
ceding year presented at the summer session of the Association,
and that the responsibility of making the same rested upon the
Chief Judge. I shall endeavor to discharge that responsibility
without becoming tedious.
My first inclination was to speak extemporaneously, but on
further reflection it occurred to me that in view of the present
temperament of some of the laity toward courts and their func-
tioning, it might be well if what I had to say was reduced to
writing so that future ages could be correctly informed should
occasion demand.
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It is with no small degree of pleasure that I am able to report
to you that since becoming associated with my colleagues on the
bench on January 1, 1931, there has existed the finest and most
considerate spirit of friendship, co-operation, and mutual help-
fulness between the judges of the Appellate Court, and, while in
conference we frequently entertain divergent views which we
present with much fervency and zeal, never yet has there been
a cross word spoken, the least flash of anger manifested or the
exhibition of ill will or displeasure by a sullen attitude. Every
member of the court is putting forth his best efforts as he has
been endowed by nature or by attainment to keep up the work.
The members of this Association understand that the judges
of the Appellate Court have many duties to perform and give
attention to besides the writing of opinions, so at times the work
may seem to be moving slow, when, as a matter of fact only
such steps are being taken, and rules of procedure being ob-
served, as will fully protect the rights of litigants.
The lawyers who bring appeals to our court are as a class
men of high repute and sterling integrity, trying, as we believe,
as far as is humanly possible, to aid us in the proper solution
of the many questions with which we are being confronted. We
take this opportunity to publicly express to them our apprecia-
tion for their consideration and valuable assistance.
While we are experiencing a severe panic, and all lines of
business and industrial activities are at a low ebb, litigation and
the work of the Appellate Court has increased. The total num-
ber of cases filed during the year from July 1, 1930, to July 1,
1931, was two hundred and sixty-seven (267). The total num-
ber of cases filed during the year from July 1, 1931, to July 1,
1932, was three hundred and fourteen (314), thus making an
increase over the preceding year of forty-seven (47) cases. The
most of this increase has come about since January 1, 1932. The
number filed each month since that date is as follows: January,
33; February, 23; March, 24; April, 24; May, 24; June, 33. The
total number of cases finally disposed of during the year from
July 1, 1931, to July 1, 1932, is two hundred and eighty-three
(283), so there has been thirty-one (31) more cases filed than
finally disposed of during that period of time. During the same
period of time there have been seventy-four (74) petitions to
transfer denied by the Supreme Court, and on July 1, 1932,
there were still one hundred and fourteen (114) petitions to
transfer pending in that court. On July 1, 1932, there were
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fifty-four (54) petitions for rehearing pending in the Appellate
Court. The total number of cases now pending in the Appellate
Court, awaiting action of some kind by that court, is 345. Of
this number 85 are fully briefed and ready for distribution.
This number also includes the 54 cases pending on petition for
rehearing.
The members of the court are not seeking any excuse or
endeavoring to establish any alibis for lack of speed, if the
impression prevails any place in this state that the Appellate
Court is slow in disposing of cases, but one situation has recently
developed which has had the effect of slowing down the work of
the court quite materially. The court, since its establishment,
has been, when it felt the facts and circumstances of the case
justified it, affirming some cases without filing written opinions.
The number of cases disposed of in this manner averaged from
thirty-five (35) to fifty (50) a year, which is equal to or exceeds
the average number of written opinions prepared by a judge
during a year.
On December 30, 1930, the Supreme Court in the case of
Hunter v. Big Four R. R. Company, handed down a decision
overruling the case of Craig v. Bennett, (1901) 158 Ind. 9, and
in effect holding that as the law is now written, Section 5 of
Article 7 of the Constitution of 1851, requiring that the Supreme
Court "give a statement in writing of each question arising in
the record of such case and the decision of the court thereon,"
applied to the Appellate Court, and that, thereafter, it would be
the duty of that court to comply with the law as stated in said
opinion. You will please understand that we are just stating
the facts as they now exist, without complaint, criticism or ex-
pression of opinion.
Of necessity, in each case submitted to our court there are at
least two parties whose interests are antagonistic to each other,
and when the case is decided someone is bound to be disap-
pointed. As much as we might personally wish to do so, it is
not our duty to please litigants if it could be done, but it is our
duty to determine and announce the law correctly and impar-
tially as we find it to be.
May the members of the court assume that you would be
charitable enough to believe that each member thereof was
sincere and conscientious when he assumed the oath of office,
and that his sole and only purpose is to abide wholly and com-
pletely with the requirements thereof?
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Upon the motion of Judge Lockyear the Association author-
ized the Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Reform to con-
sider the matter of limiting the classes of cases to be transferred
from the Appellate Court to the Supreme Court, the Committee
to make its report at the mid-winter session.
The report of the Committee on Legislation was read by Mr.
William H. Hill, chairman.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION
Mr. President, Gentlemen:
Your Committee on Legislation has no formal report to make.
I was not able to get the Committee together this morning so
that a definite report could be filed. There has been since our
appointment no meeting of the General Assembly and no active
work to be done.
I am not speaking for the Committee, but personally as a
member of that Committee. I think that it is very important
that the incoming President consider carefully the matter of a
Legislative Committee. That Committee will of necessity take
the program that this Association has at this meeting and the
last mid-winter meeting and the one to come at this coming
holiday, and it will take a committee of men who -are willing to
sacrifice their time and give it unstintedly.
I simply call attention of the Association to the fact that dur-
ing the past year, we have had nothing to do, that the incoming
President should select a committee who is willing to give its
time to assist in putting through the program that this Associa-
tion adopts.
After the appointment of the past presidents of the Bar Asso-
ciation as a Committee on Nominations, with Judge J. H. Mont-
gomery of Seymour chairman, the Association adjourned at
5 p.m.
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FRIDAY MORNING
July 8, 1932
The meeting convened at nine-forty-five, President Richman
presiding.
The President introduced Hon. William C. Dennis, President
of Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana, who delivered a pre-
pared address.
THE UNITED STATES AND THE WORLD COURT
This is a body of lawyers and I shall try to speak to you as a
lawyer, as one who has been a member of the bar of the State
of Indiana since 1902, and who has spent most of the years that
have elapsed since that time in the active practice of interna-
tional law; that is to say that my principal means of making a
living during most of those years has been the preparation and
trial of cases on behalf of the United States and private indi-
viduals before international courts of almost every description.
I have never had the privilege of trying a case before the Per-
manent Court of International Justice, commonly called the
World Court, because the United States is not a party to that
court, but I have had the privilege and honor of participating
in the trial of cases for the United States and for private liti-
gants before practically every other kind of international court
from The Hague Court down, including trials before individuals
sitting as sole arbitrators, and it is out of this practical experi-
ence before international courts that I wish to address you.
The question of the ratification on the part of the United
States of the protocols of adherence to the World Court is in
my judgment a question of vital importance to the peace of the
world and to the prosperity and happiness of the people of the
United States. It is and must be in a large sense of the word
a political question because it involves political action by our
government, but it is emphatically not a partisan political ques-
tion and I think it is important that this point should be kept
absolutely clear in order to avoid as far as possible any sugges-
tion of party bias in our discussion of this great question of
foreign policy. Neither the Republican nor the Democratic
Indiana state platform this year mentions the World Court, but
the national platform of both the great political parties, which
are the final and unappealable standards of party orthodoxy,
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declare in favor of the World Court. The Republican national
platform has an entire section dedicated to the Wbrld Court,
which reads as follows:
"The acceptance by American membership in the World Court
has been approved by three successive Republican Presidents
and we commend this attitude of supporting in this form the
settlement of international disputes by the rule of law. America
should join its influence and gain a voice in this institution,
which would offer us a safer, more judicial and expeditious in-
strument for the constantly recurring questions between us and
other nations than is now available by arbitration."
The Democratic platform this year is very short and con-
denses everything which is said about foreign policy into a
brief paragraph, but it devotes two lines of that paragraph to
the World Court, saying:
"We advocate . . adherence to the World Court with the
pending reservation."
We are fortunately at liberty, therefore, to leave party politics
out of the discussion of this great issue. We are entitled to
differ about it on its merits as men and as lawyers, but not as
party men. The German-Austrian Customs decision is a typical
example of the type of case that requires the decision of a world
tribunal, and this case may be presented as an illustration of the
manner in which the World Court functions.
THE GERMAN-AUSTRIAN CUSTOMS DECISION
The specific legal question before the World Court was:
"Would a regime established between Austria and Germany
on the basis and within the limits of the principles laid down
by the Protocol of March 19, 1931, be compatible with Article 88
of the Treaty of St. Germain and with Protocol Number 1,
signed at Geneva on October 4, 1922?"
Article 88 of the Treaty of St. Germain provides as follows:
"The independence of Austria is inalienable otherwise than
with the consent of the Council of the League of Nations. Con-
sequently Austria undertakes in the absence of the consent of
the said Council to abstain from any act which might directly
or indirectly or by any means whatever compromise her inde-
pendence, particularly, and until her admission to membership
of the League of Nations, by participating in the affairs of
another power."
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Article 80 of the Treaty of Versailles had already provided:
"Germany acknowledges and will respect strictly the inde-
pendence of Austria, within the frontiers which may be fixed in
a Treaty between the State and the Principal Allied and Asso-
ciated Powers; she agrees that this independence shall be in-
alienable, except with the consent of the Council of the League
of Nations."
The Geneva Protocol of 1922, which was entered into by
Austria on one hand and Great Britain, France, Italy, and
Czecho-Slovakia on the other, in connection with making recon-
struction loans to Austria, provides in substance as follows:
"The five powers agreed to 'respect the political independence,
the territorial integrity and the sovereignty of Austria'; and
not to 'seek to obtain any special or exclusive economic or finan-
cial advantage calculated directly or indirectly to compromise
that independence.' They further agreed, 'should occasion
arise,' to appeal 'either individually or collectively to the Council
of the League,' and to conform to the decision of the Council."
Austria, on the other hand, agreed, among other things:
"in accordance with Article 88 of the Treaty of St. Germain not
to alienate its independence; it will abstain from any negotia-
tions or from any economic or financial engagement calculated
directly or indirectly to compromise this independence."
"This undertaking shall not prevent Austria from maintain-
ing, subject to the provisions of the Treaty of St. Germain, her
freedom in the matter of customs tariffs and commercial or
financial agreements, and, in general, in all matters relating to
her economic regime or her commercial relations, providing
always that she shall not violate her economic independence by
granting to any state a special regime or exclusive advantages
calculated to threaten this independence."
The Decision.
Fifteen judges participated in the decision. Eight, Guerrero
of Salvador, Rostworowski, of Poland, Fromageot of France, De
Bustamante of Cuba, Altamire of Spain, Urrutia of Colombia,
Negulesco of Roumania, Anzilotti of Italy, held that the Customs
Regime was incompatible with the Protocol No. 1 at Geneva on
October 4, 1922. Seven judges, namely, Frank Kellogg of the
United States, Rolin-Jaequemyna of Belgium, Cecil Hurst of
Great Britain, Schucking of Germany, Van Eysinga of the
Netherlands, Wong of China, Adatci of Japan, dissented, hold-
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ing that the Customs Regime was compatible with the Treaty
of St. Germain and the Geneva Protocol.
The eight judges who constituted the majority and agreed in
the conclusion reached did not all reach it by the same road.
Six of the eight, while holding that the Geneva Protocol extended
Austria's obligation beyond the Treaty of St. Germain, held that
the Customs Regime was not compatible either with the Treaty
or the Protocol. One of the judges, Anzilotti of Italy, in a very
able concurring individual opinion, held that the obligations
under the Treaty and Protocol were the same, but nevertheless
that the Regime was incompatible with both the Treaty and the
Protocol. The dissenting judges agree with Anzilotti in holding
that the obligations under the two documents were the same,
but disagreed with him in holding that the Customs Regime was
incompatible with both.
It was perfectly evident that the majority opinion and it is
possible that the minority opinion was more or less a composite
or compromise of the views of the judges who agreed to it, and
that only Judge Anzilotti, who wrote a separate opinion, was in
a position to express his own views without being under the
necessity of compromising in order to secure the acquiescence
of his colleagues. Under these circumstances it is only natural
that his opinion should be by far the most clear cut and in my
judgment the noblest presentation of the difficult questions in-
volved. Judge Anzilotii might well have paraphrased a good
deal of his opinion in the words of that English judge who,
when two of his colleagues had squarely disagreed, said, "I agree
with the conclusion of my brother on the left for the reason of
my brother on the right."
The problem was not a question of whether the Austro-
German Customs Union was expedient or beneficial, wise or
just, but was it legal. All the judges agreed that the question
was one of treaty interpretation. Anzilotti, however, pointed
out best that the treaties must be interpreted in the light of the
circumstances surrounding their negotiation and in the light of
the relations and relative importance of Germany and Austria
and the provisions of the particular customs union.
The question is inevitably one resting on sound judgment and
opinion whether a certain action will "endanger" or "threaten"
"directly or indirectly" independence or economic independence.
John W. Davis sags the judges decided like judges and differed
like judges.
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Professor James J. Robinson, chairman of the Committee on
Criminal Jurisprudence, read the following report:
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL
JURISPRUDENCE
Mr. President and Members of the Indiana State Bar Associa-
tion:
Your Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence has held four
called meetings during the past year. Its work has been carried
on also by letters and by conferences of members of the Com-
mittee, among themselves and with others who are concerned
with the administration of criminal law in Indiana and elsewhere
in the United States. These other persons with whom confer-
ences have been held by the chairman and by other members of
this Committee have included the President of this Associa-
tion, the Vice-President and other officers; police officers in most
of the principal cities of Indiana; judges, prosecutors and legis-
lators; the director of Federal prisons; the secretary and other
officers of the Indiana Board of State Charities; and the warden
and other administrative officers of Indiana penal institutions.
From these conferences and from its other investigations and
deliberations, your Committee has arrived at certain conclusions
which it now wishes to place before this Association for your
consideration and action.
Your Committee's findings and recommendations fall under
three headings:
(I) Proposed amendment of, or additions to, the criminal
code;
(II) A state-use system for prison industries;
(III) A plan for cooperation between Indiana lawyers and
Indiana sheriffs, chiefs and other police officers, in the interest
of economy and efficiency in police work in Indiana.
(I) Your Committee offers the following proposed amend-
ments of, or additions to, the criminal code. Each of the pro-
posals which is submitted to you at this time of financial emer-
gency has been selected because the Committee believes that it
is especially promising in the direction of eliminating waste of
public funds and of individual resources.
PROPOSAL 1. Where two or more persons are jointly charged
with felony, the trial court should be given discretionary power
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to grant or to refuse separate trials, instead of being compelled,
as by the present statute, to grant a separate trial to each de-
fendant upon his mere request. To protect any defendant
against possible abuse by the court of this discretion, the amend-
ment should also provide for joinder and trial of issue on such
application for separate trial, and for review of the trial court's
refusal to grant separate trial. An erroneous or doubtful refusal
would thus become the basis for a new and separate trial for
each of the objecting defendants.
This proposal placing this discretion in the court is long-
established law in New York and in many other states. It
received the endorsement in 1927 of this Committee of this
Association. It has also been approved by the National Crime
Commission, and by the American Law Institute. It was one
of the few proposals submitted to the Indiana General Assembly
in 1931 by the Indiana Committee on Observance and Enforce-
ment of Law; and it also comes under the 1931 endorsement
of the National (or Wickersham) Commission of Law Observ-
ance and Enforcement. It would be a reasonable and economical
substitute for the present unreasoning, arbitrary and wasteful
statutory mandate.
PROPOSAL 2. Where a person is charged with a capital of-
fense, the trial court should be given discretionary power to
grant or to refuse a change of venue from the county, the same
power which it now has in other felony cases. The same safe-
guards against abuse of this discretion should be secured to the
defendant, as in the preceding proposal.
The taxpayers of the larger cities, as well as the witnesses
and the state's counsel, are now penalized severely by the pre-
sent notorious abuse of the present mandatory statute. This
proposal would serve to cut off delays and evasions and waste of
public funds.
PROPOSAL 3. When a defendant wishes to offer the defense
of alibi, he shall give notice in writing to the prosecuting attor-
ney a specified number of days before trial that he intends to
claim such alibi, and the notice shall specify the place at which
the defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged
offense, and it shall also specify the names and addresses of the
witnesses by whom the defendant proposes to establish such
alibi. If the defendant fails to file such notice as required, and
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to account for such failure to the reasonable satisfaction of the
court, the court may, in its discretion, exclude evidence offered
by the defendant for the purpose of proving such alibi.
The State of Ohio has had this statute for over four years,
and Ohio lawyers report that the statute has achieved remark-
able success in preventing or in detecting perjured alibis, and
in saving the state expensive trials.
PROPOSAL 4. The present jury system, as employed in crim-
inal trials, should receive consideration in the interest of econ-
omy and efficiency. The method of choosing jurors from the
bystanders, or "pick-up" juries, should be discarded so far as
possible, in the opinion of most, if not all, of the committee.
This method is widely condemned as wasteful of court room
time, and as bringing discredit, or at least unpopularity, to the
whole jury system itself. The committee is giving considera-
tion to the method of having counsel strike most or all of their
challenges from the panel as drawn, before the date of trial.
By this method the veniremen challenged for good cause, which
is already known, without examination on the voir dire, and
also the veniremen whose names are challenged peremptorily,
are not put to the expense and trouble of coming to the court
room. West Virginia has a jury system which involves some
or all of these features. Probably, also, longer panels should
be authorized and provided through the drawings of the jury
commissioners. There is considerable sentiment for providing
that the trial court should conduct the examination of the venire
on the voir dire, with the state and the defense counsel exercis-
ing present challenges and submitting to the court questions for
the court to ask veniremen. This method has been gaining
acceptance among the states.
The jury system, in its essential features, is generally con-
sidered to be indispensable, and its prestige should not be im-
perilled by permitting it to be unnecessarily burdensome, rigid
and antiquated. Judicial councils are especially helpful in deal-
ing with this problem.
The next proposals, 5 and 6, are not procedural, but are ad-
ditions to the code. They will be presented to the next session
of the General Assembly by the Indiana Association of Chiefs
of Police. That Association has asked and has received the en-
dorsement of this Committee in support of these proposals. One
proposal is made necessary by the growing use of short wave
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radiophones in police work. It has already been found that
criminals are equipping their own automobiles with short wave
receivers, so that they intercept the police messages. Michigan,
for example, has found it necessary to make it a criminal offense
to possess a motor vehicle equipped with a'radio receiving set
capable of being tuned to the wave lengths used by police de-
partments. The Indianapolis police department has been mak-
ing rapid strides in the use of police radio, and Chief Morrissey
asks that the Indiana State Bar Association assist in securing
the enactment of this necessary protective legislation.
The other proposal for which the Indiana Association of
Chiefs of Police asks our cooperation is a proposal to require
professional bondsmen to be licensed, for an annual fee, and to
deposit with the clerk of the circuit court of the county in which
the bondsman is practicing that profession or occupation,
securities to the amount of the bonds signed. Your committee
believes that this proposal deserves support.
(II) A state-use system for prison industries is an urgent
necessity if criminal law administration in this state is to obey
the mandate of the Indiana constitution that reformation is to
be the basic principle of our criminal code. It is a necessity
also if Indiana taxpayers are to be protected against the waste-
fulness, and against the social and financial perils, which will
arise from widespread idleness among its 7000 state prisoners.
Everybody knows that prisoners must have work. The only
question is, How can the state provide the work?
The answer which Indiana and other states are making is:
the state must create an effective state-use system for prison in-
dustries. That is, Indiana, as a state must operate various in-
dustries in connection with its penal institutions, and must dis-
pose of the product of these industries to tax-supported institu-
tions and agencies of the state and of its subdivisions-counties,
cities, townships and towns.
The present emergency in Indiana has arisen in this manner.
Only a small part of its prison industries now are run on the
state-use plan. Most of its prison industries are run on other
plans. The Hawes-Cooper Act will go into effect on January
19, 1934, and will result probably in the driving out of existence
of most of the prison industries except the state-use industries.
What will the state do then with several thousand more prison-
ers who will be idle? The only answer seems to be that the
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state will have to establish state-use industries in which to keep
these prisoners employed. In fact, the boards of trustees of
Indiana's penal institutions have already been at work on this
task of establishing more state-use industries. But the trouble-
some fact is that the public officers of the state, of the counties,
of the cities, of the townships, of the towns, prefer to buy from
local merchants and from other sources rather than from the
prison industries. Some reasons for this preference are obvious.
It is obvious also why the local prosecutor does not prosecute
such local officers for such local purchases, even though statutes
may require such prosecution.
This question must be answered, and it must be answered for
the time being, at least, at the next regular session of the Indiana
General Assembly. The next session will be the only regular
session between this date and January 19, 1934, the date when
the Hawes-Cooper bill goes into effect.
Realizing that criminal law administration in Indiana will
largely be a worse than useless process unless this prison labor
problem is adequately met, the chairman of your committee has
given it a great deal of attention, and has made trips to some
of the penal institutions in order to study the matter first hand
and to interview the boards of trustees and the administrative
heads of the institutions.
The conclusions of your committee are that the full strength
of this Association is needed behind a legislative program to
establish the state-use system in this state. The best legislation
in force is that of New Jersey and of Massachusetts. Your
Committee will need to assist in the drafting of statutes for
Indiana which will incorporate the advantages of the New Jer-
sey and of the Massachusetts systems. Briefly, the Indiana
statutes will have to make effective provisions that each state
and local officer with purchasing duties will have to buy from
prison industries and catalog his supplies if he wishes to have his
vouchers or receipts recognized by the state board of accounts;
and that the attorney-general and perhaps a state-use manager
for all of the institutional industries will have charge of the
enforcement of the statute. This is only a brief sketch of the
necessary legislation. It must be and will be drafted and ad-
ministered in such a way that there will be the least possible
interference with free labor and with non-state industry. Of
course, the comparative number of prisoners to be employed
would be practically insignificant when compared with the total
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number of Indiana citizens engaged in the industries which
will be concerned. Nevertheless every possible protection must
be secured to the outside workers and capital.
This problem is becoming increasingly acute. It cannot be
evaded. It must be met without prejudice. Otherwise Indiana
may be called upon to pay the terribly high price which some
other states already have had to pay at least partly because they
did not keep their prisoners employed. Idleness is one of the
best known breeders of prison riots; and prison riots are one
of the most harrowing and most costly experiences which a
state can suffer.
The widespread public concern aroused by the increasing
prison idleness and by the resulting disorders is reflected in a
recent editorial in the Saturday Evening Post, in these words:
"Most important perhaps, of all, the prisoners must not be
idle, and if there is not enough ingenuity to solve this particular
problem, then we might as well give up in despair any attempt
to handle the crime situation. Of all crimes against society none
quite equals that of keeping prison inmates idle and unoccupied."
(III) Your Committee believes that, although this Associa-
tion and all Indiana lawyers can accomplish much good by
assisting the enactment of improvements in the criminal code
and in the prison labor situation, nevertheless the greatest serv-
ice which Indiana lawyers can render to criminal justice and to
burdened taxpayers at this time is to promote efficiency and
economy in police work in Indiana. Your Committee has given
long consideration to this problem. It believes that it would
have been neglectful of its prinicpal part of its duty to this
association if it had ignored the police problem. The cost of
police is about 80% of the entire cost of criminal law adminis-
tration. It is abundantly clear that the Wickersham Commis-
sion is right when it says: "From the standpoint of the burden
imposed on the taxpaying public, the police are the most im-
portant part of the machinery for criminal justice, and the one
where high standards of efficiency and economy in administra-
tion are most needed."
(The Chairman then presented plans for a conference of the
sheriffs, chiefs of police and other peace officers of Indiana to
be held at Bloomington, on August 5th and 6th. That part of
the report which set forth details of these tentative plans is
omitted. The report of the Conference as held will be pre-
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sented by the Chairman of the Mid-winter meeting of the Asso-
ciation, and will then be published in the Journal.)
In conclusion, therefore, the chairman, on behalf of the com-
mittee, moves that the report of the Committee be approved;
that the Association authorize the Committee to appoint repre-
sentatives of the Association to interview the proper authorities
in the counties, cities and towns of the state, and to report to
the chairman of your Committee what officer or officers will
attend the state conference on police work at Bloomington, on
August 5th and 6th; and that the Association defray a part of
the expense of the conference, up to $50, upon vouchers or
receipts drily presented and covering expenses only.
All of the members of the Committee have not been available
to sign this report. It represents however the views of each
member on most, if not all, of the matters presented, and in
every detail it is a majority report. For all members who have
attended the committee meetings, it is unanimous.
The Chairman wishes to acknowledge the assistance of the
other members of the Committee: Joseph Conroy, of Hammond;
Judge M. S. Hastings, Washington; Judge William P. Endicott,
Auburn; Judge A. J. Stevenson, Danville; Rollin A. Turner,
Greensburg; Wm. H. Remy, Indianapolis.
Upon the motion of Judge Lockyear consideration of the legis-
lative proposals made by the Committee on Criminal Jurisprud-
ence was deferred until the mid-winter meeting of the Associa-
tion.
The Association authorized the Committee on Criminal Juris-
prudence to appoint persons in the various counties, cities and
towns of the State to ascertain what peace officers of the State
would attend the proposed crime conference at Bloomington.
The Association authorized distribution of funds up to fifty
dollars to defray expenses of the proposed conference of peace
officers at Bloomington upon vouchers or receipts duly presented.
President Richman introduced Mr. John G. Biel of Terre
Haute who delivered an address on "The Bar Association and
the Young Lawyer", which address will be published in a subse-
quent issue of the Law Journal.
President Richman introduced Mr. R. Allen Stephens, Secre-
tary of the Illinois Bar Association, who delivered an address
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on "The Young Lawyer and the Bar Association," which address
will be published in a subsequent issue of the Law Journal.
Mr. Wilmer T. Fox of Jeffersonville presented the following
resolution which was adopted by vote of the Association.
BE IT RESOLVED: That the incoming President, as soon as
practicable, appoint a committee of five members of the Associa-
tion to study the question of the creation of a junior and student
section or sections of the Indiana State Bar Association, and
submit its report and recommendations to the membership at
the mid-winter meeting of the Association, and if its report
should favor the creation of such a section or sections, then such
committee to draft in detail a plan for the organization and
government of such sections.
Mr. Fox read the report of the Committee on Amendments
to the Constitution.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON AMENDMENTS
TO THE CONSTITUTION.
President Richman sometime since asked me to draft an
amendment to the by-laws and the Constitution so that our mid-
winter meeting will have official status. Heretofore the mid-
winter meeting has been merely a called meeting, and a great
many items of business could not be transacted at that meeting.
I, therefore, submit the two amendments.
I think from this explanation you will recognize that the hands
are those of Esau with the voice of Jacob.
Be It Resolved: That Article IX, Section 1 and Article XII of the
Articles of Association of the Indiana State Bar Association be amended
to read as follows:
Article IX, Section 1. This Association shall meet twice each year at
such time and place as the Board of Managers shall elect, such meetings
to be known, respectively, as the Annual Meeting and the Mid-Winter
Meeting. Notice of each of such regular meetings shall be mailed to each
member at least thirty days prior thereto. Such meetings shall be con-
ducted under such rules and regulations as the by-laws may prescribe, but
any business that may properly be acted upon at the Annual Meeting may
be transacted at the Mid-Winter Meeting, save and except the election of
officers.
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Article XII. These Articles of Association may be amended at any reg-
ular Annual or Mid-Winter Meeting of the Association by a two-thirds vote
of the members present, provided not less than fifty members be present.
Be It Resolved: That Article I, Section 3, Article XIV and Article XXI
of the By-Laws of The Indiana State Bar Association be amended to read
as follows:
Article I, Section 3. The Board of Managers shall prescribe the order
of business and arrange the program for the annual and mid-winter meet-
ings and shall cause a program thereof to be printed and distributed to the
members.
In checking up on this, I found at some meeting we had made
an amendment providing for the change, and it only amended
part, so I am going to change the by-laws as to members to
conform to our present practice.
ARTICLE XIV
New Members.
All applications for membership in the Association shall be made in
writing; shall show the place of residence (with office address in cities) of
the applicant and shall bear the endorsement and recommendation of two
members of this Association. All such applications shall be accompanied by
check for one year's dues and shall be immediately referred to the chairman
of the Membership Committee which shall act upon the same in accordance
-with the powers granted in Article VIII hereof; the applicant shall be noti-
fied of the action of the committee by the secretary, and his check returned
in the event his application is rejected.
Article XXI. These by-laws may be amended at any regular annual or
mid-winter meeting of the Association by a two-thirds vote of the members
present, provided not less than fifty members be present.
By vote of the association the foregoing amendment to the
constitution and by-laws were adopted.
The Association adjourned at twelve-thirty P. M.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
July 8, 1932
The meeting convened at 2:00 o'clock, President Richman pre-
siding.
Professor Alfred Evens of Bloomington read the report of
the Committee on Endowment of the Law Journal which re-
port was approved by the Association.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENDOWMENT OF THE
LAW JOURNAL
Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen of the Association: I assure you
that neither the Eighteenth Amendment nor the Volstead Act
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were discussed by this Committee, and yet the report is a
divided report. This is the report of the majority of the Com-
mittee.
The present is perhaps not a favorable time to discuss the
endowment of any institution, however meritorious. In draft-
ing this report, your Committee has not been unmindful of this
fact. Nevertheless your Committee feels that some construc-
tive suggestions are in order.
The Committee is of the opinion that in founding and main-
taining the Indiana Law Journal, this Association has acted
with wisdom, and that the Journal has been a valuable instru-
mentality through which the Association has been able to do
much in bringing to the attention of the bar its plans to im-
prove the bar in Indiana, and to further the cause of legal edu-
cation generally.
That so valuable an instrumentality of the Association as
the Journal should remain indefinitely on the precarious fin-
ancial basis upon which it has been heretofore operated chal-
lenges the serious consideration of this Association.
The financial crisis which confronted this Association two
years ago furnishes a dramatic illustration of the dangers which
constantly threaten the efficient work of the Association so long
as the Law Journal remains unendowed and its future publica-
tion is entirely dependent upon the current resources of the
Association. The importance to this body of a permanently
endowed Journal was first expressed by former President W.
W. Miller. The necessity of such an endowment was so well
stated by Mr. Miller in the December, 1930, issue of the Journal
that nothing on that subject need be added by your Committee.
Your Committee has accordingly given consideration to two
problems: viz., First, What measures may be recommended at
this time to start such an endowment fund? Second, How should
such a fund be administered?
SOURCES OF ENDOWMENT FUND.
1. Your Committee feels that it is not advisable, at this time,
to inaugurate a sale of either life memberships in the Associa-
tion, or life subscriptions to the Journal. Two considerations
lead to this recommendation. The committee feels that the
economic burdens of the members should not be increased at
this time; and that the plans with reference to a reorganization
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of the bar ought to be worked out before such a plan is pre-
sented for final action by the Association.
2. The Committee recommends that gifts to the endowment
fund, both present and by way of bequests in wills, by members
of the bar, and public spirited laymen interested in the better-
ment of the bar, be encouraged. We recommend that the Board
of Governors take such steps as will effectively call to the at-
tention of the bar the need for, and the desirability of encourag-
ing such gifts and bequests, including the drafting and distribu-
tion to the members of the Association of a form of a clause for
a will suitable for use in making such a bequest.
3. We further recommend that those who are responsible
for the publication of the Journal be encouraged in an endeavor
to obtain greater income from advertising in the Journal, and
if an appreciable increase in the income of the Journal from
advertising, over the average income from that source for the
last three years be obtained, that the Board of Managers trans-
fer to the endowment fund such excess, or so much thereof as
in the judgment of the Board may be properly so transferred.
ORGANIZATION.
The Committee recommends that no new corporation be set
up, but that the treasurer of the Association act as treasurer
of the endowment as a fund separate from the general funds of
the Association, and that such fund be managed and adminis-
tered by the Board of Managers of the Association.
This recommendation is made both in the interest of sim-
plicity of operation 'and because the Committee is convinced
that no other board of management can be set up which will
be as familiar with the aims of the Association, and which will
so efficiently coordinate the work of the Journal with the general
plans of the Association.
(Signed) PHELPS DARBY,
HOMER E. SACKETT,
ALFRED EvENS,
Chairman.
One member, Mr. Win. L. Taylor, of Indianapolis, dissents
from the report.
One member of the Committee, Mr. Gath Freeman, of Rich-
mond, has not been heard from since the report has been drafted.
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At this time President Richman introduced the Hon. Borden
Burr, past President of the Alabama State Bar Association, who
delivered an address on "The Operation of the State Bar Act in
Alabama." Mr. Burr's address will be published in full in the
November issue of the INDIANA LAW JOURNAL.
Mr. Walter R. Arnold, of South Bend, read the report of the.
Committee on Reorganization.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON REORGANIZATION
OF THE BAR
To the Members of the Indiana State Bar Association:
Your Committee on Reorganization of the Bar has, since the
last mid-winter meeting of this Association sought, by confer-
ence and correspondence with the membership of the Committee
as well as with many members interested in the work of the
Committee, to arrive at a concrete and composite conclusion
as to what the proposed act should and should not encompass.
The work of your Committee is, quite naturally, the subject of
avid controversy. It is equally self-evident that a reconciliation
of the divergent views held by the members of this Association
on the subject is utterly impossible. Manifest also is the fact
that the proposed act presented at the last meeting of this Asso-
ciation is unacceptable to a majority of the Association. Your
Committee divined from the comment made on the floor of the
convention then, and communicated to your Committee since,
that three general objections in the proposal should be removed:
FIRST: All question of constitutionality of the act (under
Sec. 13, Art. 11) should be eliminated by proposing a commis-
sion in lieu of a public corporation.
SECOND: The state judiciary should have effective recogni-
tion on the governing body of the State Bar.
THIRD: Administrative detail should not be thrown into a
statutory straight-jacket, but be left subject to duly promul-
gated rule.
The third objection also envisages the general criticism of
prolixity directed against the first proposal. The Committee
has endeavored to make brevity its watchword in the re-draft
submitted herewith.
The Committee is by no means urging the unqualified accept-
ance of the present tentative draft. It is believed that substan-
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tial elisions on the act submitted could be safely carried out.
It invites suggestions along this line especially. The desideratum
is to produce and present a proposed act of five or six sections
with an irreducible minimum of legislative declarations. One
suggestion made was that the entire act be embraced in two
sections as follows:
"By the first section create the commission and provide for
its election by delegates from the several congressional districts
of the state.
"SECTION 2. Every person entitled to practice law in this
state shall be a member of the State Bar and shall pay an annual
license fee of $5.00 to the commission and shall be under its
jurisdiction as affects such practitioner's professional conduct
in every respect and in like manner as barristers at common
law were under the jurisdiction of the Benchers of the Inns of
Court in England; which jurisdiction and authority shall be
exercised by the commission by general and special rules, duly
promulgated, as the commission shall determine."
It is proposed that the following act will, in general outline,
meet the most of the objections made against the former pro-
posal as pointed out above.
A PROPOSED BILL FOR
An Act concerning attorneys at law and the practice of law;
creating a State Bar Commission and defining its powers and
prescribing its duties; defining the State Bar of Indiana and
its membership, and providing for an annual license fee for
practitioners of the law in this State, and pertaining to pro-
fessional conduct.
SECTION 1. Composition of State Bar Commission. There
is hereby created the State Bar Commission of Indiana (herein-
after referred to as "the Commission"), consisting of twenty-
four district commissioners by the election of one judge of a
circuit or superior court and one member of the State Bar,
hereinafter defined, from each congressional district of this
state, to be chosen by the membership of the State Bar residing
within such several districts, respectively, and, ex officio, the
chief justice of the Supreme Court of Indiana.
SEC. 2. Organization Committee and First Election. Within
ninety days after this act shall be in force, the judges of the
Supreme Court and Appellate Court of this State, functioning
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as the organization committee of the State Bar Commission,
shall adopt and promulgate rules for, and within thirty days
thereafter hold and conduct, an election by all members of the
State Bar whereby there shall be chosen the first twenty-four
district commissioners from among the attorneys and judges of
the respective congressional districts of the state, all resident
members of the State Bar within each respective congressional
district of the state choosing from such district such district
commissioners. Any system of election prescribed shall con-
template votes by secret ballot and provide for the transmission
of individual ballots by mail. Two nominees for each office
to be filled by election shall be selected by a system of delegates,
under such rules as the organization committee, for the first
election, and the commission for any subsequent election, may
prescribe. Nominees shall be chosen and their names published
to the State Bar at least fifteen days before any district election.
SEC. 3. Terms of Office. The chief justice of the Supreme
Court, ex officio, shall hold office and membership on the com-
mission during his continuance in such office of chief justice;
all district commissioners shall hold office for a period of two
years; provided, that of the first district commissioners, one-
half thereof shall be chosen by lot to serve for the period of
only one year, and thereafter each member shall be elected for
the period of two years, so that one-half of all district commis-
sioners shall be elected each year. After the first, each election
shall be held on the first Monday in December of each year, but
provision may be made for earlier deposit and transmission of
ballots. The commission shall, by appropriate rules, provide for
the filling of vacancies occurring during the term of any district
commissioner, until the next regular election, at which time,
if the term of the vacating commissioner has not expired, the
vacancy shall be filled for the unexpired term. The term of
each elected commissioner shall commence and end on the first
Monday of February. The expiration of the term of any judge
of a circuit or superior court, who, during such term is a com-
missioner, will not vacate his office or render him ineligible, nor
will the fact of election of a commissioner, who is a member of
the bar, to the office of judge of any such court, terminate his
office as commissioner.
SEC. 4. State Bar Defined. The commission shall have ad-
ministrative jurisdiction and authority over and the government
of the State Bar of Indiana. The State Bar of Indiana shall
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consist of all persons now entitled, or who may hereafter become
entitled to practice law in the Supreme Court of this State, and
such persons shall continue members of the State Bar until
their names are struck from the roll of membership of the bar
of said Supreme Court. Each of such members of the State Bar
shall be classified, either as active or inactive members. Active
members shall be all those who are not classified as inactive.
Inactive members shall be those who have formally requested to
be enrolled as inactive members, and such inactive members
shall not be entitled to hold office or vote. They shall be entitled
to return to the active list upon their written request and the
payment of active member's license fees as hereinafter provided.
They shall not hold themselves out to the public as active prac-
titioners so long as they shall remain on the inactive list. Active
members shall pay to the treasurer of the commission annually
as a license fee the sum of $5.00; inactive members shall pay
annually to the treasurer of the commission, as a license fee, the
sum of $2.00; all license fees shall be payable on or before Feb-
ruary 1st of each year, commencing with the year 1934. No
member of the State Bar who has not paid his license fee for the
current year shall be permitted to practice law in any court of
this state.
SEC. 5. Secretary and Treasurer, Employees and Expense.
A Secretary and Treasurer of the commission shall be selected
annually by it, and need not be members of the State Bar; the
commission shall have power to appoint and employ such other
officers, employees and committees as it may deem appropriate
to carry out the purposes of this act, and to fix and pay salaries
and expense, including necessary transient expense of the mem-
bers of the commission when attending to their official duties;
provided, however, that all expense and disbursement of the
commission shall be borne by license fees and other income of
said commission and shall in no event exceed the income of said
commission. All fines which may be imposed pursuant to any
provision of this act upon members of the State Bar shall go
into the treasury of the commission. The commission may pub-
lish directly or in conjunction with any state institution so
authorized, for the membership of the state bar, such periodicals,
pamphlets and studies as it shall from time to time see fit.
SEC. 6. Powers and Duties of Commission. The commis-
sion shall have authority and supervision, by general rules duly
promulgated, over the professional conduct of the membership
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of the State Bar, and may inaugurate investigations, collect data
on its own initiative or on the request of the Supreme Court,
the Appellate Court, or the Governor, appertaining to the science
of jurisprudence and the improvement of the administration of
justice and make recommendations to said courts and to the
administrative branch of the government and to the legislature
of the state; and it, or such committees as it may designate or
appoint, shall be at the disposal of the Supreme Court of Indiana
for the purpose of aiding and carrying into effect, under the
supervision of the Supreme Court, any provisions of law in
relation to the rules of court, the correction of abuses in prac-
tice and procedure, admissions to the bar, and the discipline of
members of the State Bar for infraction of canons of profes-
sional ethics or the rules of court.
SEC. 7. General Powers Over State Bar. Subject to the laws
of this state and not inconsistent therewith, the commission
shall have power from time to time to formulate, declare, alter
and repeal rules and regulations it may deem necessary or expe-
dient for carrying out the purposes of this act and the exercise
of the powers in the commission hereby reposed, and it is here-
by declared the policy of the state, in the enactment of this law,
to clothe said commission with power and authority, and to
impose upon it the duty to promote respect for the law and its
administration, the integrity of the bar, expedition of litigation,
fidelity of counsel to client and to court, and a wholesome prac-
tice of fair-dealing among counsel. Such rules and regulations,
when duly promulgated, shall have the force and effect of stat-
utes of this state, insofar as consistent with the provisions of
this act and any other laws of this state; the commission shall
by rule fix the time and place of the annual meeting of the
State Bar, the calling of special meetings thereof; to determine
what number shall constitute a quorum of the State Bar, and,
with the advice and approval of the Supreme Court, shall have
power to formulate rules of professional conduct which shall be
binding upon all members of the State Bar, and the willful breach
of any such rule shall be punishable in a proceeding brought for
that purpose in the Supreme Court by suspension from the
practice of law for any determinate period, not to exceed one
year, or the payment of a fine, not to exceed $100.00 or both.
Said commission shall provide by rules for the investigation of
any and all charges of professional misconduct of any member
of the State Bar, and for disciplinary proceedings consistent
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with this act and the rules of discipline and professional conduct
approved by the Supreme Court. No general rule of the com-
mission shall be effective until thirty days after adoption thereof
(and approval thereof by the Supreme Court if the same be a
rule of conduct or penal in character) and promulgation thereof
by mailing a copy thereof to each member of the State Bar as
his name and address appear upon the roll of licensed attorneys
to be kept by the Secretary of said commission, and the affidavit
of the Secretary to the effect of such promulgation shall be con-
clusive as to the time and manner thereof, which affidavit shall
be filed in the office of the clerk of the Supreme Court after such
promulgation is completed, and thirty days thereafter the said
rule, amendment, or repeal shall become effective. Nothing con-
tained in this act shall be construed or taken as in any manner
limiting or abridging the jurisdiction and power of all courts of
record, under existing statutes and rules of court and in virtue
of the inherent power of courts over their officers, to investigate,
proceed against, discipline and punish for contempt or other
disobedience attorneys of or practicing in such courts of record,
including the power and jurisdiction of such courts to inaugurate
and prosecute to termination disbarment, and suspension pro-
ceedings against attorneys at law.
SEC. 8. Meetings of the Commission. On the first Monday
in February of each year the commission shall hold a meeting
at the State House, Indianapolis, Indiana, at which meeting the
commission shall choose from its membership a president, presi-
dent pro tempore, and such other officers as it may by rule
provide. The commission shall be called in meeting at least
once each year in addition to its February meeting at such time
and place as the president may declare. The president shall call
such a meeting on the written application of any six commis-
sioners. Twelve members of the commission shall constitute a
quorum, but a less number may adjourn from day to day. At
least five days' notice shall be given to the commissioners of all
meetings other than the February meeting. The president shall
preside at all meetings of the State Bar and the commission
shall determine upon and publish notice of agenda, for considera-
tion at conventions of the State Bar, but such action of the com-
mission shall not limit the State Bar assembled in convention in
the consideration of topics and in its action on business which
may come before it. The commission shall provide all neces-
sary rules for the conduct of the business of the State Bar
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assembled in convention, and for the appointment of committees
of said State Bar and the dispatch of business before such com-
mittees and the assignment of such committees to tasks appro-
priate to the respective creation of each.
(End of Proposed Act)
It will be readily observed that the cardinal aim of your Com-
mittee has been to vest the commission with an amplitude of
authority in dealing by rule with the detail of organization and
method and means of~carrying into execution the general scope
and purpose of the act. It is believed that such a course reflects
the sentiment of the Association as expressed at the last mid-
winter meeting and by correspondence from numerous members
of the Association since that time. The overwhelming sense of
the membership seems to be in favor of leaving the elected
authority untrammeled in this sphere, so that, unlike a statutory
edict, an unpopular or impractical rule, once adopted, may be
readily amended or repealed.
President Richman limited the debate on the report of the
Committee on Reorganization of the Bar to five-minute discus-
sions by any one speaker. The report was discussed by Mr.
Arthur Gilliom, Indianapolis, who expressed his hearty approval
of the bill presented by the Committee and urged the adoption
of its report. Mr. George 0. Dix, of Terre Haute, expressed
himself as approving in a general way of the movement for a
statutory bar but suggested that many of the detailed provisions
of the bill be eliminated, that the representatives of the judiciary
on the commission as proposed in the bill be reduced and that
certain other changes be made.
Mr. Wilmer T. Fox spoke in support of the report of the
Committee but expressed his belief that it should conform closer
to the provisions of the California Act and the model bill drafted
by the American Judicature Society. He believed, however, that
the Association should record itself as being in favor of the
integrated bar bill for Indiana.
Upon the suggestion of Mr. William H. Hill, Senator Carl
Gray moved that the report of the Committee recommending the
integrated bar bill be approved with the provision that the
Committee be authorized to make such changes and alterations
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in the bill as might be necessary and which the Board of Man-
agers of the Association might approve. The motion was
seconded by Mr. Fox and unanimously carried.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company of Indianapolis at this point in
the program distributed several new law books to members of
the Association drawing prize winning numbers at the registra-
tion.
Upon the motion of Judge Clarence Martin and seconded by
Mr. George Dix, the Association authorized the Secretary to
transmit by wire the best wishes and greetings of the Associa-
tion to Judge Charles F. Remy and to express to him its deep
regret to learn of his unfortunate accident. The Association
also took a rising vote upon the motion of Mr. Louden L. Bom-
berger in appreciation of Judge Remy's services to the profes-
sion.
Mr. Myron H. Gray, of Muncie, addressed the Association on
the work of the study commission for Indiana financial institu-
tions. Mr. Gray's address is reported in part.
MR. GRAY'S ADDRESS
As all of you know, a resolution was adopted by a concurrent
action of both Houses at the 1931 session of the Indiana General
Assembly (Acts 1931, page 659) authorizing the Governor to
appoint a commission to be known as "The Study Commission
for Indiana Financial Institutions," to make a survey and study
of banks of discount and deposit, savings and private banks,
trust companies, building and loan associations and other finan-
cial institutions of this state and other states and countries and
to investigate their organization, operation and control with a
view to ascertaining the best methods and practice of each and
to harmonizing, standardizing and codifying the laws of this
state relating to such institutions and repealing unnecessary
laws and recommending the passage of any new laws deemed
necessary for regulating the management and control of such
institutions. The resolution also authorized the commission to
submit to the Governor a report of its findings and recommenda-
tions, to be published for general distribution throughout the
state not later than November 30, 1932, and also directed the
Governor to transmit such report with his recommendations
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thereon and any proposed bills, to the 1933 session of the general
assembly.
Pursuant to the resolution referred to, Governor Leslie ap-
pointed the commission of eleven members, composed of four
bankers, two building and loan men, three representatives of
the public at large, Dr. Kettleborough of the Indiana Legislative
Bureau, and one member of our own profession. The commis-
sion was appointed in June, 1931, and began its work immedi-
ately. The members serve without any compensation and en-
tirely at their own expense.
The first step of the Study Commission was to establish a
research staff at Indiana University, headed by Dr. Herman B.
Wells of the Commerce Department, a man of considerable prac-
tical experience in the field of banking and finance and a careful
student of economics. We also secured the services of two post-
graduate students, one from Purdue and one from Indiana Uni-
versity, and also the services of an expert clerk and typist.
These students have devoted their entire time to the research
work without any expense whatever to the State of Indiana.
One of the graduate students has given his time to the study of
banks and trust companies and the other one to building and
loan associations and other types of financial institutions.
The commission has met at regular intervals and has dis-
cussed at length the various questions presented and has agreed
upon a legislative program which it is believed will correct many
of the deficiencies in our present laws and will solve many of
the problems which are confronting the financial institutions of
the state today.
Obviously the first place to begin in a program of this kind,
was with the State Banking Department, and the Study Com-
mission has set about to reorganize this department. In con-
nection with this work, we have had splendid cooperation from
Mr. Symons and Mr. Barr and other officials in the department
and many of the changes included in the tentative draft of the
bill have been suggested by these men. To their credit it may
be said that the changes suggested followed very closely the
recent legislation of other states.
One proposition upon which the members of the Study Com-
mission were entirely in accord, was that the banking depart-
ment should be taken out of politics or at least removed as far
as possible from political influence. To this end we have pre-
pared a bill which provides for the reorganization of the banking
department under the name of the Department of Financial
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Institutions and have given to the new department general
charge of the organization, supervision, regulation, examination
and liquidation of all financial institutions to which the act is
applicable, which includes banks of discount and deposit, private
banks, savings banks, trust companies, building and loan associa-
tions, credit unions, mortgage guaranty companies and petty
loan companies.
Following the plan of organization of the conservation com-
mission, the highway commission and other boards and commis-
sions in Indiana, which have been in successful operation for
many years, we have provided that the powers and duties of
the department shall be vested in the state commission composed
of four members appointed by the Governor, one of whom is
appointed upon nomination of the Indiana Bankers Association,
one upon nomination of the Savings and Loan League and two
without such recommendation, representing the public at large.
The bill provides that no more than two of the commissioners
shall be adherent of the same political party and that no com-
pensation shall be paid to the members of the commission for
their services, although expenses actually incurred in the per-
formance of their duties is to be paid by the department.
The chief executive and administrative officer of the depart-
ment is designated as the director and is appointed and subject
to removal by the commission. The bill provides that the
director shall have practical knowledge of the business of banks
and building and loan associations and shall be familiar with
the nature and problems of the respective financial institutions
to which the act is applicable and that he shall be chosen solely
for fitness and irrespective of political belief.
The bill also provides that the department shall consist of
three divisions, namely, (a) The division of banks and trust
companies; (b) The division of building and loan associations;
(c) The division of small loans, and each division is given charge
of the administration of the laws concerning the respective
financial institutions of the division. Each division is under
the direction of a supervisor appointed by and acting under
direction of the director of the department and the commission.
Each supervisor is given the immediate supervision and is made
responsible for the work of his division.
The commission is given power to administer oaths and ex-
amine records of any financial institutions coming, under the
jurisdiction of the department. The bill also provides that, regu-
lar examinations shall be made of the various financial institu-
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tions to which the act is applicable and that the fees for such
examinations shall be fixed by the commission and that all
money derived from the examination and license fees shall be
paid into a state finance fund and that the expenses of operating
the department shall be paid out of this fund and at the end of
each year any excess remaining in said fund over $25,000.00
shall revert to the general funds of the state.
One important change made by the tentative draft of the bill
is to transfer the powers and -duties of the state charter board
to the finance commission and to require all applications for the
organization and incorporation of new financial institutions to
be filed with the commission on forms furnished by it. Upon
receipt of the application for the organization of a new financial
institution, the commission is required to give notice thereof by
publication in the community wherein the institution is to be
located and by notifying other persons interested. The bill also
provides that upon the filing of the application, the commission
shall make a careful investigation relative to the financial stand-
ing and character of the applicants and the experience of the
officers of the proposed institution and of the public necessity
for the organization of the institution in the community where
it is to be located and also provides for a public hearing before
the commission at which time the applicants and other parties
interested may be heard. The bill also confers authority upon
the commission to grant or refuse the application.
Under the bill as drafted, every financial institution is re-
quired to give immediate notice to the commission of any failure
or suspension of such financial institutions or of its insolvency
or imminent danger of insolvency. If at any time it shall appear
to the commission that any financial institution is conducting its
business contrary to law or in an unsafe or unauthorized man-
ner, or that the capital, surplus or reserves are impaired or that
such financial institution has failed to comply with any order
or rule of the commission, then the commission may direct the
discontinuance of such illegal or unauthorized practices or the
restoration of the capital or surplus or the compliance with the
orders and rules of the commission and upon failure of any
financial institution to comply with the terms of said order, the
commission is authorized to bring an action in the local courts
to enjoin any illegal, unauthorized or unsafe practices or to re-
quire the restoration of any impaired capital or to compel the
compliance with the orders and rules of the commission.
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Another important change made by the proposed bill relates
to the liquidation of closed institutions. A summary of the laws
of other states discloses that in thirty-eight states, the bank com-
missioner, by virtue of his office, acts as receiver or performs the
duties of a receiver for closed financial institutions or is formally
appointed as receiver by the court or appoints a deputy to act in
that capacity. In one state the court is authorized to appoint
the commissioner, a deputy or one of the examiners or some other
competent person recommended by the commissioner to act as
receiver for closed banks and in one state a general receiver for
all closed institutions is appointed by the Supreme Court. In-
diana is one of seven states wherein receivers for closed banks
are appointed by the court. Unquestionably the expense of
liquidating closed financial institutions through the ordinary
court receiverships, has been exceedingly high. This may have
been due to uncertainties which existed in the law. It may have
been due to the fact that the receivers and attorneys appointed
by the courts have had little or no experience with bank matters
and were required to devote a great deal more time to the liquida-
tion than would be required of experienced persons. The survey
made by the commission indicates that in some instances the
excessive cost of liquidation was due to political or personal
favoritism. In any event the routine matters connected with
the ordinary liquidation of closed financial institutions, such as
the listing of assets, the publication, filing and approval of
claims, the collection and compounding of debts and the sale and
disposal of property, can be handled at much less cost by the
employees of the department who are paid regular salaries and
who under ordinary conditions could supervise the liquidation of
several institutions at the same time.
To meet this situation, the tentative draft of the new bill pro-
vides that in addition to any other remedies conferred upon the
commission by law, the commission is authorized and empowered
to take possession of the business and property of any financial
institution to which the act is applicable, whenever it shall
appear to the commission that such financial institution:
1-Has violated its charter or any law or rule of the com-
mission.
2-Is conducting business in unauthorized or unsafe manner.
3-Is in an unsound or unsafe condition.
4-Can not continue with safety.
5-Has capital impaired.
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6-Has suspended payment.
7-Has neglected or refused to comply with order of com-
mission.
8-Has refused to submit records for inspection.
9-Has refused to be examined under oath.
10-Is insolvent or in imminent danger of insolvency.
After the commission has taken possession of the business and
property of any financial institution, it retains possession thereof
until the affairs have been finally liquidated by the commission
unless the financial institution is permitted to resume business
or to undertake the voluntary liquidation of its affairs under the
direction of the commission or unless the institution has pro-
cured an order of court requiring the commission to return pos-
session to the institution.
The proposed bill also fixes a time for the filing, hearing and
allowance of claims by the court and for the filing of partial and
final accounts by the commission and for the disposition of prop-
erty held as bailee and for the enforcement of liability against
any officers or directors of the closed institution.
The Study Commission has carefully attempted to avoid the
vesting of arbitrary power in the hands of the state finance
commission and the bill provides that any financial institution
to which the act is applicable shall have the right to appeal to the
Circuit or Superior Court of the county wherein the financial
institution transacts its business, from any order affecting the
rights of such institution and upon such appeal the court is
given the power to decide such questions de novo.
In addition to the bill which provides for the reorganization
of the banking department and the liquidation by that depart-
ment of closed institutions, the study commission has set about
to codify all laws of this state relating to the banks, trust com-
panies, building and loan associations and other financial insti-
tutions under supervision of the department and to that end is
now engaged in drafting a bill which will provide generally for
the incorporation of all financial institutions and which by spe-
cific sections will attempt to impose additional regulatory re-
strictions upon the operation, management and control of each
of the financial institutions involved. It is hoped that the codi-
fication of these laws can be included in the bill for the reorgan-
ization of the banking department and that the commission will
be able to present at the next session of the general assembly,
one bill covering the entire field of financial institutions.
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The limited time at my disposal does not permit a detailed
discussion of the various features of the codification bill but in
general it may be said that the bill will include provisions requir-
ing a higher capitalization and surplus for banks, trust com-
panies and building and loan associations, larger cash reserves,
a minimum ratio between capital and deposits, the restriction of
dividend payments, more clarified published statements in which
non-current assets are separately listed, additional loan limita-
tions, additional responsibility on directors, prohibition on loans
to officers and directors, conservative limits on amounts which
may be invested in building and fixtures, limitation on loans to
affiliated companies and the segregation of such loans in the pub-
lished statements, limitation on amount of real estate loans,
limitation on investment of funds held in fiduciary capacity, more
rigid punishment for bank crimes and many other provisions
which will tend to encourage and secure good management and
prevent inefficiency, dishonesty and the exploitation of selfish
interests in the management and control of all financial in-
stitutions.
The bill now in preparation also provides for building up a
shareholders' double liability fund out of the earnings of the
financial institutions where double liability is imposed by law,
which will aid materially in the enforcement of the shareholders'
double liability.
The information obtained by the commission indicates that
less than 10 per cent of double liability imposed upon share-
holders has been collected in this state. It is proposed to build
up a fund which will be invested in liquid securities and out of
which a substantial part and eventually all of the double liability
of the shareholders will be collected for the benefit of the de-
positors and other creditors of closed financial institutions.
Mr. Glenn D. Peters of Hammond read the report of the Com-
mittee on Illegal Practice of Law.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ILLEGAL PRACTICE
OF LAW
Your Committee on Illegal Practice of Law begs leave to re-
port as follows:
That notwithstanding that the Association gave your Com-
mittee authority to negotiate with lay agencies in connection
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with the unlawful practice of law, your Committee has deemed
it inadvisable under present conditions to enter into any nego-
tiations.
Your Committee believes that the right to practice law is not
a subject of negotiation, but is determined by the law. Your
Committee believes that there is no dissent in'the authorities,
but that the practicing of law by any other than a duly admitted
member of the Bar is an unlawful act punishable as a contempt
of court, subject to be enjoined by a court of equity, or subject-
ing the offender to a suit of damages at law by any person
injured thereby. However, for the guidance of the public, your
committee would recommend that a definition somewhat similar
to the definition made by the New York County and New York
City Bar Associations be adopted as a measure of conduct for
the members of the Bar of this State, lay institutions, and the
public. Such definition is as follows:
"Persons contemplating the making of a will or the establish-
ment of a trust should be fully advised by their own counsel
before decision on matter such as (a) whether a trust should
be created at all, (b) what should be its duration, (c) whether
it should be revocable or irrevocable, (d) what qualifications are
desirable for executor or trustee, (e) how many fiduciaries
should be named, and (f) what should be the powers, immuni-
ties and compensation of any such fiduciary, and a lawyer occu-
pying a relationship to a proposed or potential fiduciary which
might embarrass him in advising fully and freely as to such
matters should not counsel or advise such donor or testator in
the absence of or without the co-operation of such donors or
testator's own independently retained counsel. Such embarrass-
ment exists where the person or institution seeking to be named
as fiduciary habitually refers prospective testators or creators
of trusts to such attorney, or in any manner selects the attorney.
"Moreover if an attorney habitually obtains clients as a result
of solicitation of fiduciary relationships by a corporate fiduciary,
and such solicitation is known to the attorney, he is acquiescing
in the indirect procurement of professional employment and tak-
ing the benefits thereof.
"The Association recognizes, however, that past relations of
trust and confidence may result in an attorney being peculiarly
qualified, and consequently under a duty, to advise a client in
regard to his will or a contemplated trust. In such case after
full disclosure of his relations with the prospective fiduciary, he
may do so if the client so requests.
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"Lawyers should refrain from assisting in or encouraging the
distribution to laymen of forms of wills or trust indentures or
similar documents, and should endeavor to stop the practice, be-
cause of the danger in the use of such documents without the
revisions and corrections that are necessary to meet the needs
and intentions of the individual client under advice of his own
counsel."
It must be borne in mind, however, that there are many activi-
ties of a lawyer which are not practicing law, and that we as
lawyers should claim no exclusive right to conduct such activities.
Due credit should be given to the New York Associations for
their part in drafting this statement. Your committee would
recommend that a copy of this statement be sent to the members
of his Association, and such lay institutions and persons in the
state who should be interested therein.
Your Committee would also state that it is the Committee's be-
lief that a statement from the Association should be sent to such
lay institutions or persons to the effect that the practice of law
by any other person than one duly authorized under the law is
an unlawful act, subjecting any person so unauthorized to vari-
ous legal and equitable punishments. Your Committee would
further recommend that the members of this Association be
advised that it is unprofessional conduct for a member of the
Bar to aid or assist any lay agency in the illegal practice of the
law, and that such act on the part of a member of the Bar de-
serves censure, and if aggravated, deserves punishment.
Your Committee would further recommend that the Commit-
tee on the Illegal Practice of Law be made a permanent com-
mittee of the Association; that it be given power to aid and assist
local associations in the eradication of and the punishment for
such unlawful practices.
The report of the Committee on Illegal Practice of Law was
approved by vote of the Association.
In making his annual report for the Committee on American
Citizenship Mr. Isaac Carter, Chairman, explained the work of
the committee during the year in cooperation with the Kiwanis
Club, the Lions Club, the Rotary Club, the Indiana Federation
of Clubs and the Daughters of the American Revolution. Mr.
Carter presented some statistics on the oratorical and essay con-
tests for the past year. These figures were included in the tenta-
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tive report of the Committee on American Citizenship as pub-
lished in the Indiana Law Journal for June, 1932. Mr. Samuel
E. Garrison, executive secretary of the Committee, presented the
winners of the oratorical and essay contests, Mr. Robert Plum-
mer and Mr. Charles MlcDorman, to the Association and awarded
these young men the medals which they had won.
Judge 0. H. Montgomery, chairman of the Nominating Com-
mittee, presented the following names for election to office:
Frank H. Hatfield, President.
Eli F. Seebirt, Vice-President.
Board of Managers:
Louden L. Bomberger, 1st District, Hammond.
John B. Randolph, 2d District, Lafayette.
Ira H. Church, 3d District, Elkhart.
Samuel D. Jackson, 4th District, Fort Wayne.
Robert M. VanAtta, 5th District, Marion.
Franklin G. Davidson, 6th District, Crawfordsville.
T. Morton McDonald, 7th District, Princeton.
Carl M. Gray, 8th District, Petersburg.
Estal G. Bielby, 9th District, Lawrenceburg.
Denver C. Harlan, 10th District, Richmond.
Samuel J. Offutt, 11th District, Greenfield.
Charles F. Remy, 12th District, Indianapolis.
The nominees were elected to office by acclamation.
Mr. Milo Feightner submitted the following resolution which
was unanimously adopted:
Be it Resolved, that the members of the State Bar Association
of Indiana at our Thirty-sixth Annual Meeting, held at South
Bend, express our thanks to the Bar of South Bend and the fac-
ulty, officers and students of Notre Dame University and to the
Citizens of South Bend for their hospitality, their entertainment
and their kind and courteous treatment, by all of which our
meeting here has been most pleasant and enjoyable.
Avd hbe it further Resolved, that we shall each recall with
pleasure the renewal of joyous association among ourselves in
the atmosphere of a great university, with its rich tradition of
service and sacrifice, conforming most happily to the finest ideals
of our profession.
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President Richman at this time presented to the Association
the new President, Mr. Frank H. Hatfield of Evansville, who
made the following address:
ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT HATFIELD
Mr. President, Gentlemen of the Association: Of course, it
isn't necessary at all that I should say to you, and I beg of you
that you divorce from the statement anything that smacks of
conventionality, when I say that I recognize the honor that you
have bestowed upon me, and I recognize the responsibility that
goes with it. It is a compliment to be named by these men that
occupy the list of ex-Presidents of this Association. It is an
honor indeed to preside over such a body as you gentlemen
compose.
I approach this job, gentlemen, with fear and trembling. I
can promise you one thing, that the service will not lack willing-
ness upon my part. I promise you that which you are entitled
to, that is the best that I have. You are entitled to more than
that. You men know that every year the labors of the President
and Board of Managers and the President of the Association
are becoming more arduous. If you have kept track at all of
the business that has been transacted the last two days, you
know that to sufficiently consider the matters that have been
referred to the mid-winter meeting will take four or five days,
rather than two days. I have never known a time when so much
of business has been referred to the mid-winter meeting. I
have never known a time when your new President is called
upon to appoint as many committees.
I recall a few years ago I was the President of another state
organization, and during my administration I was dubbed by
one of the judges in the south part of the state as slave driver.
I promise you now what I have promised that association; I am
not going to command you to work; I am going to give you an
opportunity to serve, and you men know that this is not a one-
man concern. There is no man big enough to transact the busi-
ness of this Association. It can not be done by one man; can't
be done by a few men. It must be done by many men.
Primarily, of course, your Board of Managers will have charge
of the business and judicial concerns of this association, but
directly responsible to the Board of Managers must necessarily
be the work of the various committees and one of the biggest
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jobs, one of the most important jobs was referred to by your
President on yesterday, and that is the appointment of these
committees.
It is impossible, gentlemen, that your President alone without
assistance can intelligently appoint these committees. This must
be done by the cooperation and assistance of the Board of Man-
agers, and other assistance which your new President may call
to his aid.
I may say to you now that I have never known a time that
there was as much business ahead of us. We must keep in mind
also that we are going to have a session of the General Assembly
this coming winter, and you know that there are many bills to
be presented,-I speak comparatively-to that General Assem-
bly. I think you must know also that there has never been a
time when the requirements, when the requests, when the de-
mands of the Indiana State Bar Association have come with
better grace and have been more receptive with the General
Assembly than they are at this time.
We have been working in season and out of season to impress
ourselves upon that General Assembly. I think they do recog-
nize that the purposes and objects of this Association are to be
reckoned with, and they are being reckoned with more and more.
I am looking forward, gentlemen, to some very helpful assist-
ance with the General Assembly and from the General Assembly
in passing some of the acts that will be presented to that body.
Necessarily, as I say, the Board of Managers must hold frequent
meetings. These committees must hold frequent meetings, but
I am saying to the committee men now, and I know not who
they will be, your President and your Board of Managers will
expect every chairman and every member of every committee to
function to his utmost.
I may say also that it is very important that we have an early
meeting of the Board of Managers. We are required to hold a
meeting within a period of thirty days. This meeting, I think,
should be held earlier than that, so I am making an earnest
request now of the members of the new board, and I trust all
of them are here, that immediately upon the adjourning of this
session, we meet at the committee room on the left as you go
out from the main floor.
Don't forget, gentlemen, this is very important. We will meet
together not more than ten minutes, because there are some
matters which must necessarily be taken up at that time.
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I can not promise you gentlemen that I will render you the
service that you have received from our splendid retiring Presi-
dent. He has been a wonderful official.
I thank you, of course, and as I say, I can only promise to do
the best I can; I do promise you that.
After expressing the hope that there was no further unfin-
ished business, retiring President Richman discovered that there
was none and adjourned the Association at five P. M.
